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NORTHEND IS AROUSED

.«■*

»«Twilight League Season-Some Boat Building Contagion is Spreading Like Wild
fire In That Zone—Sloop Ahoy!
Criticism, Some Praise, AH For Common Good

At the Vesper A. Leach store Sept.
Department Commander Hector G.
Thfl 8th annual dog show of Maine
Staples has appointed Barrington C. 23 . 24 will be shown a special motion
Kennel Club will be held Oct. 2 in the
Robinson of Portland as department
The Northend
Here are a few of the things that
Exposition Building. Portland, where chairman of membership.. The pres picture which should be of interest to
(By The Sports Editor)
every
woman
concerned
with
en

the
log-book shows—
is
all
het
up.
No
i 600 or more dogs will be judged in ent membership of the organization
The 1937 season of the Knox Twi- would have been sacrificed by the
1. —That Judson Crouse has built a
such state of ex
hancing
her
appearance
or
assisting
their various classes by eight of the in Maine ls 8618, largest in its history.
reason that inspired the Governor
citement has been sloop measuring 16 feet, 9 inches over
improving her health llght Lea*ue has pafi8ed lnt0 htetOry'
of North Carolina to say what he did
most competent judges possible to The annual aerial roundup will be nature in
recorded since the all, and painted blue.
held probably on Oct. 24 and Depart- I through the
of a prOper support. I leavin« behind 11 a record of faster to the Governor of South Carolina.
obtain. Throughout the day there
2. —That Ivan Rackliffe is building
—
launching of the
ment Commander Staples will be with
motjon picture u unique ln baseball than this section has seen
Independent Games
famous
clipper two 18-foot knockabouts—one for
will be several dog acts put on, and the plane during the entire flight.
for several seasons, and, a totally in
A good action ls never lost; It
....
many respects. As the only one of its
ship Red Jacket. Mr. Joy of Camden and one for a
The second schedule “crime" came
six puppies will be given away as
ls a treasure laid up and guarded
adequate schedule. The latter fact
*
Once more the syndicate comprising Ivan Rackliffe,
There is widespread interest in kind. it was produced at great exlor the doer's need—Calderon.
in the second half when no provi
door prizes.
was
universally
recognized
and
justly
sea
ls
the
cause
of
it
all. Launching president. Clarence Rackliffe, vlc«
sion—none which was understood, at
Over 3,000 entry blanks have been Knox County over the banquet, re- j pense to shrow dramatically Just how
mailed to the fanciers in the East. ceptlon and dance, to be given for j the best supports are designed and criticised, but the reason given for it lease—was made for a Labor Day ways which once dipped into the sea president and John Burkett, secre
Exhibition games were all along that waterfront have long tary and treasurer. The knock?
Entries are closed Sept. 25 at 4 p. m. Department Commander Staples made . . . and how members of the j wi]j appear in the course of this climax.
THE WISE BEAVERS
Thursday
night.
Details
will
be
found
'
medical
profession
co-operate
to
se:
played
in
Rockland,
Thomaston and since vanished, but evidences are not abouts will take to the water in the
at the office of the Maine Kennel
j cure the proper results. It illustrates
St.
George,
but
they
lacked the pep lacking that there is a return of the early spring.
Beavers built a dam near Attica, Club .Custom House Wharf. Portland. in another column.
Everybody knows now that St.1
3. —That Alvary Gay is building an
in
great
detail
exactly
how
fittings
are
that league games would have had. boat building era. No clipper ships,
Vincent G. Perry of London,
N. Y., with a tilt downstream. Two
On to New York! Thats the cry of made for a wjde variety of conditions George won the capital prize, and Everybody fervently hopes that error no barkentines, no schooners, to be 18-foot Seagull, now ready for plank
Ontario.
Who
is
possibly
one
of
the
months ago heavy rains washed it
Maine Legionnaires, who will be rep —all on patients who are actual that Thomaston, after a series of will not be committed again.
sure, but boatbuilding Just the same. ing, and which will go overboard
best noted dog writers in this country
away. State conservation officials
resented at the National Convention cases from leading hospitals. And olay-offs won second prize. On each
When Northenders awake nowa when tlie seagulls organize their
Now as to the Independent games.
is to judge Boston Terriers, Schipanimated drawings done by the instance the money seems to have A reasonable number when there is days they are apt to find that their spring chorus.
agreed that the beavers had made a perkes, Alaskan Malamutes, Bel in that city by at least 1200 memmedical artists, anatomical con4. —That Fred Haskell has built a
mistake ln not building a dam which gian Sheepdogs, Bouvier Des Fland- bers. Department Commander and |
a dull period in the schedule or when neighbors' yards have been trans
Mrs. H. G Staples will leave for New ditions and the way in which they gone to the right place . although there is a real good attraction, meets formed into boat shops, and that in shipyard back of hls fish market,
leaned against the current. Thurs res, Boxers. Briards, Bull Mastiffs, York Saturday morning, accompanied
Camden and Rockland fought stub
stead of elongated hollyhock stems and has the lumber on hand for an
develop are graphically illustrated.
bornly and made it exceedingly in with the fans' approval, but a bunch
day the beavers were rebuilding—and Collies Great Danes, Great Pyrenees, by Gen. and Mrs. Albert Greenlaw of
A special lecturer will supplement teresting for those who were "in the of unknown barnstormers coming they will see the single spar of a 18-foot sloop.
Kuvasz,
Old
English
Sheepdogs.
Rot'
this time the dam tilted upstream.
Augusta. The excursion train will
5. —That Lawrence Hamlin ls to
down from Massachusetts on a vaca sloop
tweilers, Siberian Huskies, Welsh leave Portland Sunday. The conven the motion picture by description and money."
tion, caring not whether they win or The Northend Yacht Club has not I build this winter an 18-footer bacle
Corgis (Cardigan). Welsh Corgis tion will last until Thursday night of demonstration—to explain what a
Stage Set For '38
proper support can be expected to
lose, is not what the Knox County yet been organized, but when the of hls house on Gay street.
(Pembroke), also Group 3, which ls
next week.
6. —That "Sparky" Upham ac
Be
that
as
it
may,
the
stage
is
all
do
and
to
answer
any
questions
any

fans desire. They want a league, boys gather around the stove this
Working iDogs,
knowledged
delivery of a 35-footer
winter
it
is
apt
to
be,
and
then
Josh
set
for
a
record
season
in
1938,
one
may
ask.
This
lecturer
Mts.
R.
with league rivalry—the fun of see
Saturday, Oct. 2, will be “DOG
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
last week. This craft is a beauty
whether
it
is
participated
in
by
four,
B.
Wilson,
has
appeared
in
many
ing
the
horses
come
down
the
home
DAY” in Portland from 10 in the
and was built by Wincapaw of
morning until 10 at night, In the To Be Offered By The Maine State parts of the country before large five or six teams. There are those stretch, with everybody on tiptoe.
Friendship It has a mahogany hull,
who
would
eliminate
Waldoboro
be

groups
of
women
who
have
found
Rockland
was
strictly
up
against
it
Exposition Building. Anyone wish
Elks Association
ls painted white and boasts two
cause
it
is
beyond
the
county
lines,
her
talks
highly
interesting
and
in

in the first half of the split season
ing to enter, may obtain an entry
berths. At the Everett L. Spear
and
necessitates
a
long
ride
for
some
with
no
team
fu
|
ly
selected
24
hours
formative.
! blank by writing Hartley A. Davis.
A plan whereby the Maine State
wharf it attracts much attention.
This motion picture and lecture of the teams. Yet Camden on the prior to the game. It was an up
' Superintendent, Box 1885. Portland, Elks Association would offer $1000
7. —That the Winslow boys who live
north and St. George on the south hill job trying to build up baseball
are
sponsored
by
S
H.
Camp
&
Com

Jie.
annually in college scholarships to
on upper Limerock street recently
pany. one of the world's leading de travel nearly as far in an inter interest under such circumstances,
Maine high school seniors was out
launched a 20-foot sloop, painted
signers and suppliers of supports for change of visits as they would in go and the sad climax came on Fourth
Saving money by doing with
lined by John P. Carey Jr. of Bath,
black.
ing
to
Waldoboro.
It
is
not
an
easy
general
wear
and
for
specific
condi

of
July
forenoon
when
only
three
out the insurance you really
retiring district deputy, G ER. Maine
8. —That Bobby Hills of Summer
tions. This company, under no cir matter to turn down a square-shooter Rockland players showed up at Com
West, and president of the State as
need is apt to prove expensive.
“Pinky” Burkett’s war fleet
street has converted his daddy's ga
like
Manager
George
Boggs,
particu

cumstances
attempts
to
diagnose
munity
Park
to
meet
the
Camden
Lifted By Gov. Barrows sociation, at a meeting of the latter
Why not have us analyze your
rage into a shipyard and will con
disease. Camp supports are ap larly when he tells you that he will team. Baseball apparently died then
Sunday — Caution Is Still body in Lewiston last week.
insurance needs and make
proved by the American Medical As have a team in 1938 which will make and there in Rockland, but Mana- Southard will find competition on his tribute to this new fleet a 16-footer
Mr. Carey explaned that $500 would
sociation and by the American Col them all hump. Neither is it easy to ber winchenbach offered to take the hands. All right for Lucien Green of the Snipe Class.
Recommended i
recommendations that will tit
be available from the National Foun
And thus it goes. Nobody knows
turn down Rockport, which smiled in franchise for the Pirates, and his to call it the "Slack Water Fleet,"
lege of Surgeons.
your requirements and purse?
The ban on fishing in "inland' dation Fund of Elkdom. and it was
The but the boys who gather at "Pinky" how soon they will start a shipyard
There is no charge whatever for the face of repeated defeats and' proposition was accepted.
feasible to believe the Maine asso
No obligation.
admission to this motion picture and which in the closing days of the sea Pirates did not get their feet placed Burkett's rendezvous want the world on the old swlmmin' hole at Meadow
waters of the State was lifted Sun
ciation would raise the other $500.
to know that it is no trifling matter. Brook.
pub’ son. defeated Camden and Rockland. until the first half was well over, but,
day by Gov. Lewis O. Barrows when Competitive examinations at one of lecture' whlch are open toJ
and
all
but
defeated
St.
George
on
]
the
second
half
was
another
story
E. C. Moran Co,, Inc. he said that “advices" from the For the four Maine colleges would deter- 1 llc wlthout oW^ations. Physicians the latter’s home ground. If Waldo
and found the skull and crossbones
estry Department had revealed that mine the winners of three scholar- also are cordlally invlted t0 * pr^'
Insurance Counsellors
the hazard from forest fires had ships, $500. $300 and $200 respectively. ent. . . as well as nurses and superm boro and Rockport desire to enter the outfit on the threshold of the cham
Knox Twilight League next season I pionship. With a few changes, and
tendents of hospitals.—adv.
425 MAIN ST.
TEL. 98 jpassedIn the Bath attorney's opinion such
can conceive of no good reason why the dynamic “Wink" at the helm, the
“The rain of the last 24 hours." a move would stand as a lasting me
they should not be permitted to do so. Pirates should be real contenders an
i the Governor said, “has decreased the morial to Elkdom of Maine.
other season.
1 hazarc of forest fires. The procla
Dubious At (be Start
The new district deputy, G.E.R.,
mat ior. issued Aug. 31 declaring sus
Enter the Pirates
Maine West, is Arthur J. Lesieur.
It
did
not
look
much
like
baseball
Characters Already Assigned
pension on fishing in inland waters of
when June made its appearance this
PROFESSIONAL
St. George was the winner ln both
, the State is hereby revoked, effective
For Elks Play WiU Make year No meetings were being held,
halves, but had a fight on its hands
(Sept. 13. at sunrise.
| nobody seemed interested and the to win either. The first half found
Strong Cast
, “Our forests constitute one of our
The thousands of plump, hunter- rabbits may be killed in Franklin
good old National game seemed in a Thomaston the runner-up, but not
greatest natural resources" the GovLeon White, Jr. well known in lo-, fair way t0 die a natural death in this ' quite strong enough to support its wise partridge and woodcock that ar.d Somerset counties until March 31
{ emor said. "They provide pleasure
cal dramatic circles is going to play J neck of the woods. Determined to claims in the decisive game And the inhabit Maine's 15,000,000 acres of and in all other counties until Feb. 28.
Training at Westinghouse School
I to the tourists and a living to the
The season on deer—an average of
and Ten Years’ Experience
the part, in The Elks play “The Cir-1 have a show-down Col. Basil H. Stin- | same was trllp o( (hp Rockland woodland will be legal targets for
woodsmen. I very urgently ask all
th,
ol me „„ ,„a
« tWs
™ “ K
nearly 20.000 a year are legally killed
676 Main St.
Rockland who use the woods to continue to
hunters commencing Oct. 1. the same and tagged in Maine—opens in the
circus, which will fall into the hands called a meeting of baseball fans in' George. Rockland beat Camden in
exercise the greatest of care and to
Phone 116
of Zacharius Peabody, the. eccentric The Courier-Gazette office. The re- the playoff for second place, only date upon which bear, gray squirrel, six northern counties October 16
Formerly M. S. Dick W elding Shop co-operate with the forestry and flsh
and ir all other counties November 1.
Squeak hit upon the plan of auction- suit was as surprising as it was to lose two straight to Thomaston in and rabbit season opens.
or residence, Warren, 2-11
and game wardens on the effort of
Partridge
have
shown
considerable
It closet November 30 except in two
uncle unless Bob can made $10,000 in heartening, and the universal senti- [ the games that meant second money.
110-112 conservation.”
increase in numbers the past 12'counties Hancock and Washington
a hurry. Hermatius Cloverly, known, ment was against hoisting the white
The attendance has not been large
t/izk/wt
throughout the play as "Squeak" will nag. A second meeting was held, and in the sense that it was when there months, due primarily to an excep- i which will be open until Dec. 15.
CCC CAMPS RETAINED
tlonally mild winter and a warm nest
Duck shooting, under stringent
be played by Eddie Kendrick.
under the leadership of “Chick" May- was semi-pro baseball, or that league
____
SUPPER
ing season with plenty of natural Federal regulations, will open Oct
Left
in
the
circumstance
where
nard
of
Camden
a
league
was
formed
at Oakland Park when there used to food.
An announcement from the Re9 and close Nov. 7 with shooting
South Thomaston
they must make $10,000 in a few and a schedule committee was ap- be 1000 to 2000 present (and a collec
) gional Office No. 1. Richmond, Vir
Woodcock, too, are more evident permitted only between the hours of
hours or forfeit the circus, Bob and pointed.
tion of $20) but they turned out well than for a long time but Federal 7 a. m., and 4 p. m.
ginia. states that 20 Civilian Con
Grange Hall
ing off several freaks and animals to
There were the usual arguments at Camden (and Waldoboro. One
servation Corps camps will be re
leguiations still decree they may be
The lateness of the season and the
Z~\NE heart of foreSqueak's sister's (Betty Vaflades) against the admission of Waldoboro, thing should be taken into considera
Wednesday, 5.30 to 6.30 tained in National and State Parks
killed only between the hours 7 a. hours of shooting plus prohibition
110-lt
fiance, an English dude named Sir but in the end Manager Boggs' wish tion. In the old days everybody
handed young mod
1 and other recreational areas throughm.. and sunset.
against killing of five species—woodPeter Van Mildew, played by Ray was gratified. Then came the ques- used to sit In the grandstand or on
ems who have the wed
i out New England. Two Camps will
Woodcock may be shot during the ducks ruddy, canvasbacks, buffleLudwick.
Under
the
flirting
coeri
tion
of
Rockport,
and
a
modest
young
1 be maintained at Acadia National
the bleachers; today half of the fans whole of October while the partridge heads and redheads—give the ducks a
ding invitations ordered
cion of Margie, the peanut vendor man who represented that town put park their motor cars in a convenient
Walker Delaware Feed Store Park Mount
Island and one
season will be open 15 days longer. break and the hunter a headache.
before the gentleman has
(Dorothy Harvey), he rashly bids on himself in the position of Barkis, place and sit in them, with the ob
38 Park St., Rockland
j Camp will be retained at the Camden
The daily bag limit on each will be
Furthermore, every duck hunter
“popped the question.”
several animals who prove to be more but admitted that he didn't know vious result that grandstand and
Hills Recreational Demonstration
four and no more than that number must possess a Federal duck stamp,
Managed by Ted Walker
We frown upon this prac
than Sir Peter can handle.
i whether Rockport would be strong bleachers are slimly filled.
Former manager of
Area, Camden. These are the only
may be possessed at one time.
purchasable at post-offices for $1
This hilariously complicated affair enough to clash with the teams of
tice! But they should be
Walker Feed and Grain Oo.
CCC Camps that will be in operation
Black bear, sought by more hunt each in addition to his State license.
Could
Improve
Attendance
turns out happily for everyone. But the Knox "Twl."
Tel. 616
108-110 in National Parks in Maine.
ordered early—and the
ers each year, are plentiful and may
The open season on geese also will
the complication of events leading up
Two things undoubtedly worked be killed until Nov. 30, giving nlmrods
order should specify “en
Why the Short Schedule
be
Irom October 9 to Nov. 7, with a
to the climax is one of the funniest
against a better attendance this year.
grave upon Linweave
Manager Frank Winchenbach then One was the haphazard schedule, in a two months season on the wary and dally bag limit of four, six less than
things to ever hit the city of Rock
Wedding Papers.” For
threw his hat into the ring in the which frequent changes were made highly prized beasts. Squirrels may the dally duck limit. The shooting
land.
interest of the Pirates, winners of without the public being notified of bt taken during all of October while of brant ls prohibited.
they are ultra-correct. The
the Big Five League. The appli the change. Another was dillydally
rich vellum-like texture
cation was debated at length, but in ing in the starting of the games. It criticism which is bestowed upon him.
BIG GRANITE CARGO
of Linweave speaks elo
the end was unanimously rejected. first must be taken into consideration I think they all did wonderfully well,
quently of the taste of the
Sept. 14-15—Unity Fair Association Nobody could foresee at that time
and I want to name them:
Barge Cullen was loaded last week
that most of the players are boys
bride-to-be.
at Unity.
Rockland—Frank Winchenbach.
that the Pirates would one day be who work until 5 or 5.30. By the
by the St. George Granite Co. with
STONINGTON, ME.
Sept. 22—Tranquility Grange fair playing St. George for the champion
Rockport—Frederick Richards.
Tha Couriar-Gazette
327.000 paving blocks and about
time they have changed into their
at Lincolnville.
Camden—“Chick" (Maynard and 300 cubic feet of curbing stone. This
ship of the second half.
uniforms
and
have
had
a
little
prac

Situated on Main Street in a Thriving Business Town
—Sept. 28-30—North Knox fair at
is the largest cargo of paving ever
And now comes the highly import tice, it is 6.15, the time on which "Dool" Dailey.
Union.
Thomaston—Sargent Jealous).
shipped from any New England
ant question oi ihe schedule. The most of the games started the past
WEDDING PAPERS
WILL BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY
Oct. 12-14—Topsham fair.
St. George—Maurice Simmons and quarry.. Two years ago this company
proposal to have an abbreviated summer. To me it seems as though
“Dump" Monaghan (co-managers). shipped a record cargo of 253.000. The
schedule
came
from
“
Chick"
May

the players early at the field might
Owner Forced To Sell Because of IU Health
Waldoboro—George Boggs.
quarry is now working five days per
nard, whose reason therefor was that be having their practice while wait
%
The umpires deserve much more week which is very pleasing to every
Qamden might have more oppor ing for the others to arrive, but this
tunity for playing independent games is not done with reference to field credit than they received ln the heat one. This quarry is owned by Samuel
—Camden having become somewhat ing practice at least. How many of battle, No two fans see a play C. Dougan of New Yark.
TELEPHONE 7-3
STONINGTON
wearied by the ease with which it times this season have I heard the alike, and yet the umpire is supposed
to be letter perfect. The bulk of the VOI ID CAVOPITC nr.rti
was
winning those Saturday league expression—
108*110
work has been done this year by Wotr AVOKITE POEM
games, and the small resulting
' I am a baseball fan and I want
crowds. Maynard’s reason was logi to see the games, but I don't want ton, Dimick, Fowler, Mosher and1 If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
cal enough so far as Camden was to go up to the grounds at 5.30 and Mealey of Rockland, Talt of Waldo and listen to some music at least onca
boro, Barter of St. George and Vesper a week. The loss of these tastes la a
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
concerned, but the short schedule did wait an hour.”
loss of happiness —Charles Darwin.
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON.
Hall of Rockport.
not have the result which he had ex
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Managers and Umpires
COMRADES
pected. Camden was not winning
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
HENS IN NEW YORK
If what I have said in the fore
They had grown old together, and a band
with ease this season, and the short
(Eastern Standard Time)
Of brotherhood had bound their hearts
schedule was operating against going lines sounds like criticism, I
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
aa one:
The
Maine
Development
Com

Man looked at dog and saw the setting
want
to
say
that
it
is
done
in
the
in

affective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
financial ends and baseball interest
sun.
UNION,
MAINE
Read Down
throughout the circuit. An example terest of the sport which I enjoy mission will co-operate with the And he, to comfort, licked hls master's
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
hand.
Maine
Poultry
Improvement
As
above
all
others
in
the
world.
I
also
was seen here in Rockland where
No speech was needed here, to under
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
sociation
in
staging
an
exhibit
at
the
want
to
take
my
hat
off
to
the
play

stand;
only one game was played in two
AM. P.M. A.M.
AJW. PJW. P.M.
If there were huts. reproaflies thera
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
weeks. (Even had Rockland been ers who have gone through the sea Northeastern Poultry Exposition in
were none.
Ar. 1035 6.00 4.35
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
And even after life Itself ts done.
winning the continuity of interest son without hope of financial reward New York the first week in Novem They
shall be comrades In another land.
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
630 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
(except the Bok prizes), and again I ber, it was said today. The exhibit
Lv. 8.45
$.15
J .50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
Will be a typical Maine scene and a Pity the man who knows no pattering
doff
my
hat
to
those
men
who
offi

Bead i p
TRUCK FOR SALE
ciated in the thankless role of man staff of attendants will give complete wh0 p<i”' no welcoming bark for hla
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
about Maine and its
return.
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
1936 FORD, long wheelbase Truck agers. Nobody who has not served information
,.
. , .
Who never secs the scratch of little
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
with stake body, in fine condition and in that capacity can begin to under poultry industry. Charles M. White, |
claws
A.M. PM. A.M.
AM PM. P.M.
at a reasonable price.
stand the cares that fall upon the marketing chief of the Department of Upon ea'r8n P°Ilshecl doors. Pray he may
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
FREDERICK U. WALTZ
shoulders of the manager and of the Agriculture is superintending the con- 1 The adoration of clear eyes that see
$.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
I Within a master's face their deity.
Telephone 235-M
108-109
88-T-S-tf
structlon of the booth.
‘
—Russell Wragg, [
•
,
UO’lt careless, and often unwarranted

SAVING

MONEY

INLAND WATER BAN

ARE YOU A HUNTER?

“CIRCUS” COMING

This Article Tells When You May Shoot, What
You May Shoot, Etc.

ELECTRIC WELDER
John W. Marshall

z/TIED

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

GRAY S DRY GOODS STORE

CLIFFORD GRAY

THE MAINE FAIRS

NORTH KNOX

FAIR

SEPTEMBER 28-29-30

HORSE RACING, LEGALIZED BETTING
HORSE AND OXEN PULLING
FIREWORKS

M

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

If
him
men
and
1:8.

any of you lack wisdom, let
ask of God. that giveth to all
liberally, and upbraideth not;
it shall be given him.—James

Every-Other-Daf
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A SOLAR ECLIPSE

Excels in Every Test
of Fine Quality

Experts Say That It Is the
Shadow Of Itself On thc

DOING/ ATDRAKE/I^AMWflr FURNITURE CO.

Moon

Mysterious as a solar eoiipse may
appear to the layman, it is just a ,
Get the taste-thrill of fine tea.
case of "me and my shadow" to the
SALADA TEA is unequaled in
moon points out a bulletin of the
National Geographic Society.
For One Hour After Supper
flavor — in aroma — in color — in
Thc moon always has a cone or
—Will Help Child Master
pencil of black shadow trailing out
every test of fine quality.
from it on the side away from the
School Work
sun. As the earth, dragging the
“One hour of complete quiet in j
moon with it swings along its race
tracklike path around the sun (its
the home after supper will accom
elliptical orbit, in the words of sci
plish as much towards helping a child
ence), the distance between the sun
to master his school work as al- j
and moon varies; and as their dis
CERTAINLY—the ZENITH washer is gentle with clothing yet is
most anything the family can do,”
tance apart varies, the moon's shadow
absolutely thorough. ZENITHS remove ALL the dirt SAFELY.
declared Dr. Robert A. Fraser, Chief
vUVfi^hituRE COMPAHY
cone varies in length, too- As spring
Have BURPEE FURNITURE CO. demonstrate the ZENITH for
Medical Director of the New York
grows into summer, the earth and
MAIN
YOU!
moon move farther from the sun,
Life Insurance Company, in com
and the shadow cone steadily grows
menting on ways in which parents
longer until ft reaches its greatest
can assist their children at the be- ,
length about July 1. Then the earth
ginning of a new school year.
and moon move closer to the sun. and Phyllis cf South Ashburnham, and Monday
for their home in New and Friendship are sorry to hear of
"It is unreasonable,'' said Dr.
the moon’s shadow grows shorter,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Porter of ilridge-' Jersey.
his fall while adjusting a screen. He
Fraser “to expect that a child can
reaching the shortest about January water who are occupying K. E.
Mrs. Ed.th Dingle of Malden, Mass., is confined in ’a hospital.
concentrate on his lessons in the
1. This variation in the length of , Thompson.s apartment for two weeks. is visiting Mrs. R. R. Thompson for a
♦ 19
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Porter returned
midst of the ordinary distractions
the shadow is from about 235,000
Q tr,p
few day.
to their home in Abbington Sunday
common to most homes. Not only :
miles in summer to about 228.100 .
___
Al Hurt of Providence, R. I., who after spending a week at Bradford's
ployed in the store of W. S. Hopkins nues in winter—a range of more than
''
‘. . .......
are school grades likely to suffer, but j
NORTH HAVEN
has been staying at the Mitchell House Point.
_____
and
ls
a
graduate
of
the
Camden
,
mdes
1
thc31
on
the
tr
p
'
the child's nervous and physical con
Mr. and Mrs. Heath and son Tony for several weeks, returned home
Mrs. Edith Dingle and Mrs. Jl. R.
The heavy rains of Saturday and High School. After a honeymoon | Most of the thne
the moon goes
dition can be affected. Whether we
who have been occupying Mr. and Saturday.
Thompson called on Mr. and Mrs. M.
The
Vinalhaven
Chiefs
Did
Monday
have
been
greatly
needed,
trip
on
the
mainland
they
will
return
its
waj
.
around
ear
th
and
sun,
its
realize it or not, the radio, laughter,
Things To Jefferson In the Among other benefits it greatly re-' to North Haven and make their home cene of darkness sweeps through Mrs. E. J. Beckett's apartments, left Friends of Dr. Putnam of Newton P. Orne Sunday evening.
conversation, singing, any and all of
_
duces the fire menace w’hich has been ln the Parker Stone house. They left space without touching anything. But1
these constitute disturbances that
Closing Came
very serious.
on the evening boat for Rockland.
are almost insurmountable for the
v.hen, at infrequent intervals, it
In addition to immediate relatives I touches the surface of the earth, ob- *
average child when he has schoolThe Vinalhaven Chiefs closed the
Recent summer guests of Dr. Daniel
work to do."
1937 baseball schedule bv a decisive Woodman and Dr. Arthur Woodman in North Haven. Rockland and Cam
servers in the areas where the shadow
sc
' a_ ecls'e were Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Woodman dtn- the out-of-town guests were theIfajis see a total eclipse of the sun.
Fathers and mothers should co
from port;anci following; Mr. and Mrs. R. B. PillsHow wide the "band of totality"
operate with the child, Dr. Fraser 8to 3 score over the Jefferson club and daughter
feels, and see to it that a quiet hour They scored all thelr runs in the flrst Alfred Woodman from Yarmouth; jfcury. Wallace Pillsbury. Parker. Law- wln be fOr any eclipse, and how long
Is strictly and regularly enforced, four innings collecting 11 base hits . Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gibson, and son rence. Helent Ruth. Ralph Pillsbury., the sun will be blotted out by the
Let tt begin about a half an hour ' off Harriman, the visitors’ southpaw Arthur from Boston, also an aunt ,Mr- and Mrs- L®011 T- Brown, Mrs. moon at any place in the eclipse path.
, J- E Brown of Benton Station; Mr. depends in the main, on four factors;
after the evening meal, after the but wer< unable to score again after of Mrs. Arthur Woodman.
dishes and other household tasks are . th<? fQurth
Pastor Aibion Beverage. Mrs. Bev- and Mrs. Richard Chase and son , distance between sun and moon; disout of the way, and then for the, „
.
..
crage and two children Nancy and Richard of Corinna. Mr. and Mrs. tance between moon and earth; disspace of one hour the radio should be
Brc’n' th« chlef s star pltched Polly were guesti of thelr mother at Charles Hess of New York city.
1 tance of the eclipse path from the
The couple were recipients of many Equator; and the time of day when
quiet, there should be no conversa- beautifully holding the Jeffersonians ;he North
i^t week
gifts and they have the best wishes the shadow falls on the particular
tion between members of the family, ] in check and allowing but one earned
Prof, and Mrs. James Lewis and j cf their many friends.
no singing or piano playing, no noise run and sbt hlts
place under consideration. A total
I young son are occupying their
of any kind that the family can avoid,
eclipse with greatest width of shadow
Benner's running catch off Swan-1 bungalow. Prof. Lewis returns to his
Under such conditions the child will
end greatest duration would occur
MRS. CLARA A. GREEN
son's Iooper was the outstanding play position in Tabor Institute Friday of
be able to concentrate on his school(1) about July 1 (time of greatest
the game. Peterson also turned in Ithis week His son James who has
CI
Acenath Green widnnr nf distance between sun and moon); (2)
work and get the greatest benefit of
a nice catch in the eighth. The lead- been employed in North Haven durA
® died Friday
from the time spent on his books
ing sticker of the dav was Wood : ing th® summer will accompany his at her
,
e ' died
®y ot a time of the month when the
home 10 Bunker
stmtFrid
“Strangely enough” Dr. Fraser mg sticker of the day was Wood-,
The moon and earth are closest together
added, “in families where the quiet i coc^ w‘th two doubles^ and a single.
.deceased was born in St. Albans. l3> on the Equator. (4) and at noon.
Gerald Beverage has been having
Jefferson
hour is put into effect, the adults are
Me. Nov. 4. 1842 and was one of Its shadow spot would be 163 miles ln,
ab r bh po a e a week's vacation at the home of Rockland's oldest citizens. Having diameter and it would last 7 minutes
usually the ones who derive the most
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
actual satisfaction from it. Mother Colfer lb ........... - 4 0 18 0 0 Beverage
nearly reached her 94th birthday. 31 seconds.
French.
3b
.............
4
0
0
and father discover that during that
Mr. and Mrs. H O Grant. Misses
’aS ‘he dau’hter of Charlea Bwhether an eclipse
1:
period they relax physically and men- , D^'er- ss ............... *
and Sarah < Goodwin) Dow, and was has ever exactly fulfilled the four re0 Shirley and Eva Grant, Mrs Clartally and they enjoy the opportunity Benr.er. 2b............. 3
married to Mr. Green in Bangor, quirements for maximum duration.
0 enoe Waterman vfent Saturday
foi undisturbed reading and rest."
McLain, cf .......... 4
Aug. 22. 1865 The couple came to Eut the conditions have been ap01 morning to Warren to join with
A child should study in a room by | ^arriman’ p .......... 2
Rockland soon after their marriage.proached from time to time.
others
in
paying
honors
to
Mrs
Abbie
himself, when possible, and Dr. Fraser Hodkins, rf ............ 3
and Rockland had been Mrs. Green s 1
-----------------D. Wooster in the clebration of her
recommends giving the child a desk Boyce lf...... —....... 4
home ever since with the exception
FRIENDSHIP
100th
birthday.
Flowers
sent
by
the
SERVE HOT OR COLD
of his own where he can keep hls Freeman, c ............ 4
cf a few years when she lived at West
------church and greetings sent by the
Rockport.
' Ellis Davis of Westbrook is visiting
belongings with the understanding Pritcher, rf ............ 1
COCOAMALT
pastor were greatly appreciated by
that no one will molest them. The
Mrs
Green was the oldest' his aunt, Mrs. Cora Cushman, for two
33 3 6 24 12 1 Mrs. Wooster.
desk need not be an expensive affair, j
member of Pratt Memorial Church weeks,
RAIH'S—FOR SANDWICHES
Miss Ruggles of Florida is spendChiefs
Even a couple of packing cases, with '
Christopher Neilson and family are
and a charter member of Edwin Libby
MEAT SPREAD
e
ing
a
vacation
with
her
aunt
Misa
ab
r bh PO a
simple alterations and a little paint,!
Relief Corps, being one of its first ocupying the Dr Hahn house at East
1 Blanche Cushing. Miss Ruggles is
4
1
2
3
0
can be made to serve. Equip the
staff officers, She was possibly the Friendship.
GOLD FLAKE
lb ...... 1 2 1 5 0 0 i interested in art and shows talent. oldest subscriber of The Courier-' Mrs. Phoebe Burns is in a Portland
desk with good light and a suitable .
She was one to have a painting in
.......
3
1
2
11
1
PEANUT BUTTER
NATION-WIDE
Gazette and had been a devoted read- 1 hospital,
chair, and have the child use it for ’
the summer art exhibit.
5S ...... 4 0 3 1 3
all his studying and homework.
er of her home paper over a very long
Mr. and Mrs. John Northccll of
' The Major Bowes concert netted
COFFEE
) ........... 3 2 2 3 0
WHITE MEAT
period of years.
New Bedford, Mass., returned home
Don't Try To Be a Teacher
almost $300 for the Improvement
3 0 0 1 2
b .... .
The funeral services were held yes- Labor Day after spending the sumLB 23c
"Most parents," says Dr. Frai
Society. The Society is greatly in terday at the Burpee parlors, Rev.
...... 4 1 2 0 0
mer at thelr cottage here.
debted to the North Haven Band and Charles E. Brooks officiating. Inter“make a mistake in offering too much | Lyford, cf ............. 3
Mr. and .Mrs. George Oliver. Mr. and
NATION-WIDE
LB 21C
all others who contributed of thelr teiment was in Achom cemetery.
help w-ith the child's homework. Don't ( Peterson, lb ......... 2
Mrs. Gilbert Whitman and daughter
try to be a teacher. The chances : Haskell, 3b ........... 1
talent to make the occasion the suc
arc you will be doing more harm | Brcwn. p ............ 4
LB 19C
cess it w-as.
than good
Methods of teaching Gilchrist lf ............ 1
Miss Virginia R. Scales of the high
NATION-wIDE—FANC)
KO.
have changed markedly in the past
school faculty is a talented violinist.
STEAK SALMON
CAN
twenty years, in both elementary
33 8 15 27 10 2 During the summer she played with
and High schools, and in all likelihood
NATION-WIDE
Two-base hits, Woodcock 2 Guil the Lewiston Civic Orchestra Next
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE
thc parent will not understand what ford 2 Struck out, by Brown 11. by Sunday morning Miss Scales will
GELATINE DESSERTS
SPAGHETTI and
system is being used with his child I Harriman 5. Base on balls, off Har- play in connection with the morning
CANS 25c
and will attempt to explain the sub- riman 3. off Brown 3. Double plays, worship.
SIX DELICIOUS FLAVORS
1
93 Exchange Street
MEAT BALLS
ject as it was taught to himself.
i Harriman. Benner, Colfer; Benner.
Tuesday and Thursday of this week
]
17.
Portland,
Maine
i
“The result is inevitable. Either the colfer. Umpires, Shields Simmers. Dr. Richardson will conduct dental
PKGS
HOLSUM—FULL OF PEANUTS
child is bewildered and unable to j
------------------work for the pupils in the grade
Established 1854
1 LB
PEANUT CRUNCH
KKSEaHM
1-K3SMS—E5S3S3S3S3E3E
understand, or there is a clash of
JAR 23c
schools. Visiting the Thoroughfare
Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
LINCOLNVILLE
■wills between parent and child over
school Monday Mr. Huse made the
SMITH'S
18-19T*Stf
which method to use. Either way,
Schools in town began Sept. 7 with announcement to the pupils to take
1 LB
the outcome is detrimental.”
home
to
their
parents.
The
work
YELLOW SPLIT PEAS
the same teachers. The following
PKG 9c
The wise parent, according to Dr. |
arf attending camden will continue into next week so that
Fraser, gives a minimum of actual High; Norman and Marion Dickey, all the pupils in grade schools can
SPLENDID
help, but backs up the classroom Howard and John Pottle, Gertrude have this fine service. Each boy and
Time lo nre'ce
LGE
SQUASH
CANS 27c
pies
teacher and lends her all the moral
girl
is
asked
to
contribute
one
dollar.
. . , L
, McKinney, Veino Massalin. Everett
support possible. A visit to the school! Basford Jmior parker and Aubrey
POMPEIAN
wil! frequently result in parents hav
Joy-Stone
i PINT
I Connors
33c
OLIVE OIL
.
.
ing a much better understanding of
CAN
The annual town fair at TranquilSunday afternoon at 2 o'clock un
what is being attempted, and they
Americe'j
choice
for
30
yeers
1 ity Grange will be held Wednesday. der blue skies and shining sun a
can find out how they can be of | Sept. 22.
pt3Mraas=£S3C3csrsr-.’r-~--.:
pretty outdoor wedding took place
greatest help both to the teacher and
Mr and Mrs. Roy Allen of Camden 1 at the home of the bride's parents.
SPLENDID
the child.
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Leon B. Stone when I
I
VINEGAR
LASSES
Take Children To The Doctor
their daughter Barbara became the '
L. S. Russ.
/
ro*
J
Fred Dickey who is a medical pa wife of Austin R. Joy. In a sheltered
KIDDIES
Parents should have their children
JCOOKIESl
1 GALLON JUG 45c
I MINTY ANO
f 6 VARIETIES 1
examined by a physician either be tient at Waldo County Hospital. Bel corner of the house an outdoor booth I
fore school starts or as soon there fast, is slowly improving, having sus was arranged cf evergreen trees and ,
ib.2h
after as possible. Diphtheria inocu tained a serious cut on his foot, while flowers in profusion. Promptly on
MORE HEAT:
Cone-Cleaned . . . and rigidly
lation. which usually is not compul cutting bushes on the State Road at the hour to the strains of the Lohen
FRENCH’S
inspected . . ,lD & H Anthra
grin Wedding March played by Mrs.
sory, is strongly advised for children Northport.
CREAM
SALAD
Frank Smith is on a business trip Leon T. Brown, the procession
cite is all pure coal—that pos
starting school.
Eyesight, hearing
to
Jamestown,
R.
I.
emerged
from
the
house
down
the
and teeth should be carefully
MUSTARD
sesses the necessary reserve
THREE CROW—WHOLE MIXED
Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs. steps to the appointed positions.
checked by doctor and dentist.
3 OZ
heating power to master the
■
2
SPICE .
.
.
.
2 6 OZ JARS 19<
PKGS 17c
Frequently parents will note tell Melvin Dickey were Mr. and Mrs Preceding the bride upon the arm of /
coldest iday of winter.
tale signs indicative of defective Frederick Gray and daughter Janice ' her father were the bridesmaids ’
THREE CROW
hearing and eyesight, and in such and son Gale of Augusta, Mr. and Misses Ruth Pillsbury and Helena
2 9 oz JARS 27c
OZ
8 OZ
ADDED ECONOMY: Accurate sizing makes D & H
14c CAN
25c
MUSTARD 3CAN
cases a doctor should be consulted at Mrs. George Cunningham of South Pillsbury, and the maid of honor, j
? I
once. If the child squints when read Bristol, (the former having accepted , Miss Helen C. Stone, cousins of the
Anthracite burn steadily . . .
ing. holds the book markedly close the principalship of Rockport High | bride. The groom was accompanied
SPLENDID
evenly ... to eliminate Waste
3 OZ
to his eyes or complains of head School) and Mr. and Mrs. Harold by his brother Clyde as best man.
SPLENDID
25c
VANILLA
.
2 JUGS
ful forcing . . . and reduce
The double ring ceremony was per
aches,'there is a strong possibility of Reynolds and daughter Joyce of
Will
not
cook
out
fuel consumption.
formed by Rev. Henry F. Huse. pasimpaired vision- If the child seems Camden.
AMMONIA and
LARGE
22c
Miss Jennie Morse, oldest daugh ter of the North Haven Church. Folinattentive and indifferent and must
PKG
LUX FLAKES
have remwks repeated before reply ter of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Morse J lowing the ceremony an informal re
Phone your order for D & HAnthracite TODAY . .
SMALL
BLEACH WATER
10<
PKG
is ill. She is attended by Dr. Ap- ception was held and fFfreshments
ing, his nearing should be tested.
ONE QUART
served te the assembled guests.
Above all, see to it that school polonio of Camden
Call 487
J
OF EACH FOR X/C
William Henderson of Melrose.
Both bride and groom are popular
children get plenty of sleep. Not
LUX TOILET SOAP
25<
BARS
less than ten or eleven hours for. the Mass., and Miss Margaret Macleod young people, the bride being the
youngsters; not less than nine hours of Everett, Mass., were guests over daughter of Leon B. Stone of Water
for the boys and girls in middle and the holiday of Mrs. Carrie Clarke. man Co., Inc., and is a graduate of
Mr. and Mrs. Robie Johnson and the North Haven High School. Tlie
later “teens." Remember the old
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
saying, that “every hour of sleep daughter Johanna of Lowell, Mass., groom is a son of Capt. Elmer Joy.
before midnight is worth two after returned Sunday after a week's visit caretaker and boatman for Mrs.

COMPLETE QUIET

II
TEA

A

New England’s favorite for nearly half-a-century

END WITH VICTORY

TUNA FISH FLAKES .

OVEN BAKED BEANS

Red Bag

White Bag

.

Blue Bag

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers

More HEAT...
Added ECONOMY
BUY

^COOKIES

D&H ANTHRACITE

ML B. & C. 0. PERRY

twelve."-.

.

With Mrs. Dora Moody at the village. Cliauvenette.

The groom Ls em-

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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Muriel E. McPhee has enrolled as
a freshman at the State Normal
School, in Gorham.

KALER REUNION

CAMDEN

UN1ON

WALDO THEATRE

Mrs. Nettie Carpenter is at North
Mr. and Mrs. Emory Ellett (Florence Wentworth) and Mr. and Mrs Vassalboro with her sister who ls in
John McCann of Washington, D C. ' poor heath.
Blue Bonnet Troop of Girl Scouts
are guests of Mrs. John E. Dailey, The town hall ls looking well in
will meet Tuesday afternoon at 4
IW SEPTEMBER ra
o'clock at the Universalist vestry.
Atlantic avenue.
Its new coat of paint, outside and in.
A. S. Reid golf Instructor at Me Everett Prescott has charge of the
S
MT
W T F S
The seventh annual reunion of the
gunticook Golf Club, has returned I worij
A whole trainload of coal headed
Kaler family was held at the home i
1 2 3 4
j to Fhiladelphit after spending the jjrs Florence Ripley cf Hingham, "MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY”
for Maine has special Interest for \ J
of Orren Black, Waldoboro Sept. 12. summer ln Camden.
5 6 7 8 91011
| Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Lila Bur-, TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
W. F. Tibbetts who has a carload in i
SOMETHING NEW IN
Daylight Saving Time
Thc meeting was called to order by
The
ladies
of
the
Methodist
Society
!
the assignment.
12 13 1415 16 17|I8
i! the president after which the Lord's
will meet at the vestry on Wednes-, -p,e Misses Lizzie and Winnie
MON.-TUES., SEPT. 13-10
1920 2122'2324?5
I Prayer was repeated and the hymn
JNo Matinees
day afternoon.
| Winslow of Warren were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Phillips
JI "Neater My God To Thee" was sung
2627282930
and George Killeran. who have been
Dr.
and
Mrs.
B.
N.
Carter
and
Mr.
J
M
rs.
Alice
Ames
Friday.
Evenings
Seven and Nine
! by a group. Much regret was felt for
residing In Thomaston, have taken
and
Mrs.
Wolcott
Henry
have
rej
Mrs.
I.
Jordan
of
Watervllle
was
Dick
Powell
the absence of the late Ida Black.
an apartment at 142 South Main
who was always a'leadM a'nd wUH«iturned from NeW Y°rk clty **ere a recent caller on friends here,
In
tc share any responsibility that might!they attended the wedding °f George
Rcnnle AchOrn and Mr. Tidale of
street in this city.
“The Singing Marine”
come up. Her passing was a sad blow
and Mrs Hlldegard Walling-( Waldoboro called on W J. Bryant
ford.
The annual meeting of the Maine j
Sunday.
to all who knew her.
WEDNESDAY ONLY, SEPT. 1$
Mrs. Sadie Ogier has returned to
League of Loan and Building Asso
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cobb of
One
new
member
was
admitted,
In
a
regular
way
these
would
sell
from
$2.98
to
$5.93.
No Matinee
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
ciations will take place Saturday at
They are salesmen's samples, slightly soiled, etc.
Master Earle Freeman Jr., son of Somerville, Mass., after a visit with Eearsmcnt were guests of her mother
Evening Seven and Nine
Sept 16 (Football)—Skowhegan High at the State House in Augusta. There
relatives in town.
Mrs.
Sadie
Burgess
and
attended
Here
’
s
a
chance
to
get
a
bargain.
No
layaways,
no
i
the
secretary,
Mrs,
Alice
Freeman
of
Rockland
BANK NIGHT
approvals, no phone orders.
Allan Dyer has returned home after ’ church here Sunday,
Sept. 16—Reception to Hector
O. will be several speakers of note,1
Rockland. Buffet lunch was served.
WILLIAM
BOYD
Staples. Department Commander of the amcng them James M. Matthews of
J The Ladies' Aid of the M. E.
I Appreciation was extended to the spending several days in Boston.
•
•
•
•
and GEORGE HAYES
American Legion.
the
Babson
Institute
as
principal
The
Bradford
Cushings
have
re.
Church
will
hold
an
all
day
meeting
Sept 20-21—"The Circus" by Amateur
" j host and hostess for the nice time
in
Theatre Guild, at Community Building, speaker, who will be heard following
turned to Eoston after spending the next Friday. The husbands are lnCOMING SOON
| which they made possible.
auspices Rockland Elks Club.
“Rustler’s Valley”
the dinner at the Augusta House.
SENTER CRANE'S
It was voted to hold the next meet- summer at "The Gables.” Mr. Cush vited to dinner.
Bept. 21—Woman's Missionary Confer
Also
ence of Lincoln Baptist Association meed
Leon Esancy left Sunday for Au
i ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ing ls manager of the Hotel Statler.
ln Camden.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
T.
Plummer
Exercises celebrating the 150th an
gusta
where
he
is
to
take
a
commer! Alton Mank, East Waldoboro, the
Louis-Farr Fight Pictures
Sept. 22—(Lincolnville—Annual tawn
niversary of the formation of the
fair.
second Sunday ln August. These offi- and granddaughter, Polly Braun. I clal course at the College.
Sept 23—Thomaston—Garden
Club Constitution of the United States of
Mrs. A. Smith of Rockland called
ers were elected: President, Mrs.'have burned to Philadelphia after
THURS.-FRI., SEPT. 16-17
meeting at Mrs Mary Overlooks.
WAIT
FOR IT
America
will
be
held
by
Aurora
on
friends here Sunday.
Elizabeth
Yattaw;
vice
president.
Mrs.
,
spend
*
n
6
tke
summer
at
Lake
MeSept 24 (2 to 8 p m.)—Woman's Edu
Special Matinees 2 30
cational Club picnic with Mrs Foster Lodge, FAM., Thursday night at ' w
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Foster. MansMyrtle Mank; secretary, Mrs. Alice; Bunticook.
Evenings Seven ond Nine
Fales ln Thomaston.
7.30 p. >n. when a district meeting
Freeman; treasurer, Mrs Lillian Wal-) The annual captain's race fo the i field. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
FRANCES FARMER
Oct. 2—Annual dog show of Maine
will be held at Masonic Temple. The
EDWARD ARNOLD
lace; program committee, Esther Camden Yacht Club was sailed on Eosnon, Brockton, Mass., left for
Kennel Club In Portland.
CARY GRANT
Oct. 11—Knox County Teachers’ Con- Masons will listen to a broadcast by
Mrs. Helena Coltart, clerk at the I Many local markets start Wednes- Black; refreshments Mrs. Frank; Sunday and the following were the thelr homes via White Mountains
vcnt'on at Rockland.
JACK OAKIE
Yat,aw
I winners. (Gilbert Leadbetter, first Wednesday after a two weeks’ stay at
Senator William E. Borah. The Knox Registry of Deeds, is having a day afternoon closing tomorrow.
Oct. 20—Union—Annual Grange fair.
“
The
Toast
Of
New
York”
Ye
Green
Arbour.
Recent
weekend
The
meeting
adjourned
with
the
j
P
1
"^
Herbert
Sylvester,
secondMay

Entered
Apprentice
degree
will
be
Oct. 21—Opening meeting of Baptist
fortnight's vacation. Mrs. Elmer
Men's League
singing of "God Be With You TUI We j,;ard Eaton, third. Beau Manning, guests Include Mrs. Taylor Powers
worked and refreshments will be
The life story lot Jim Fisk
Joyce of Camden, a former clerk, is
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Farrington
Oct. 21—Annual meeting of KnoxMeet Again."
' ! fourth and Horace Leadbetter. fifth. New Canaan. Conn., Mrs. W. S. Row
Llncoln Farm Bureau at Rockland Com served.
substituting.
formerly
of Rockville, have moved to * Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. ThLs closed the 1937 racing season.
munity Bulldlng.
land, New Britain, Conn., Miss Mff- ------------------- -—----------------- 1
this city and will reside on Cottage
Mist Marian G. Anderson lias gone
Frank Yattaw, Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Regular meeting of Camden Lodge dred Small, Miss Irma Raymond Elizabeth Thompson, Miss Harriet
George Curtis of Liberty was be street.
Karl M. Leighton is attending a to Maple’,.’n where she will be teacher
Wallace. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Black. Knights of Pythias, was held last Cliver Hall, Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. I. i Dinsmore, Boston, Mrs. Lee Bam*
gift show at the Hotel Statler, Bos of commercial subjects at Mapleton fore Recorder Ensign Otis in Munici
C. Brink, Watertown, Mass.,, Sarah berger, Bryantvllle, Mass, Mk».
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Roman and son. I nl8ht.
“Perpendicular
Transportation"
ton.
High School for Vie coming year. pal Court Saturday, and pleaded
Mr. and Mrs Earle Freeman and son j --1C nex^ meeting of the W.C.T.U. Sprague, Belmont, Mass.. Mr. and Elizabeth Dyer, Skowhegan, Mrs.
will be the subject of the address be
Miss Anderson is youngest daughter guilty to the dual charge of operating
Junior. Mr. and Mrs. Wood. Hiram wlu be held Tuesday, Oct. 5, with Mrs. Annis, Camden, Mr. and Mrs Jessie W. Kell, Westwood, Mass.
fore the Lions Club tomorrow. The
a
motor
vehicle
while
Intoxicated
and
Members of the Clark Coal Co.'s of Capt. and Mrs. Anders Anderson
Black. Clarence Pendleton, Orren Mrs J F. Heald at hr home in West G. M. Wright. Philadelphia Mrs. H. Mrs. Fred Carter was hostess to the
speaker will be Mr. Simmonds of
staff of Bar Harbor dined at “Trail's of Talbot avenue. She was graduated without a license. It was said to be the
E. Thompson, Misses Sarah and Home Club and guests of Rockland.
Black Lodah Boggs. Helen Boggs, j Rockport.
Jeflerson.
End" Sunday.
three | Canton Molineaux Patriarchs Millfrom Rockland High School class of third time he had been guilty on the
Mrs. Alton Mank
and
1932 and Rockland
Commercial latter count' and he wa5 sentenced
children. Milton Lawry, Mr. and Mrs. tant, I.O.O.F.. and Ladles' Auxiliary
Miss Harriet Wilson resumes work ' College class of 1933. She then 110 90 days in J®11 on top of 11 months Clam stew will be served to Rock Walter Fitch, Esther Black, John met last night.
today (Tuesday) after a week's vacaJ ! took a three-year course in teacher 1 for drunken driving. He indicated land Townsendltes tonight, follow Black. James Black.
Comique Theatre attractions: To
ing the weekly business meeting.
night. Tuesday. "Marry the Girl,"
tion from the John Bird Company, j training at Nasson College from hls Intention of appealing.
Mrs. Earle Freeman. Sec.
Beano will also be played. Everyone
also Get Rich Nite; Wednesday. Will
_ ___
’ which she was graduated tn 1936 and
The
amateur
entertainment
held
at
Is welcome.
Rogers and Robert Taylor ln "Handy
MRS. LESLIE A. ROSS
The Past Noble Grands Associa- received her B. S. degree from NasSandy Shores Sept. 10 had these
Andy;" Thursday and Friday, Paul
tion will meet at Round Pond Wed- son in 1937.
... 'blue coaT ret pondt instantly, gives quick
Funeral services were held yester Muni ln "The Good Earth;” Satur
contestants: Woodrow Cushman of
The highest numbered car prize apnesday.
heal when you need it
Plans are well In hand for Thurs- Port Clyde; Levi Hupper of Hupper's parently goes to John Wilson of day afternoon for Nellie Frances day, double program with "One Mile
The Montpelier Home Industries day nl*ht's reception tendered by the Island-Port Clyde; Jennie Staples of Thomaston who saw an Illinois Pack (Spear), wife of Leslie A. Ross at her From Heaven,” and Tom Keene in
‘blue coal* ia your guarantee ef
When you need heat you want it
Shop closes Saturday. Consigners are Knox County Legionnaires to Hector , Rockland; Freddie Peters of Warren; j ard sedan bearing a number plate late home 315 Old County road, Rev. "God's Country and the Man."
I which read 1.506261.
J. Charles MacDonald of the First
cozy warmth in every room, with
quickly — without a lot of fuaaing
The regular meeting of the Freeasked to call for articles before that ° Staples commander of the De- Leona Hickman pf Rockland and
Papiist Church officiating.
The man-HerricR Camp Auxiliary was
date
I partment of Maine. American Legion. Mrs. Ronald Lord and Mervyn Flanand coaxing. That's when you ap the least attention and the greatest
Leslie Heath of South Hope and , Tbe bearers were Virgil Morton, John held last night.
_____
' Briefly outlined, (those plans are: ders of Rockland. The Judges were
fuel economy. That's why we’re
preciate *hlue coal', the fine tradeNo date has been set for the Bok ' Supper in the American Legion hall Freeman S. Young. Jasper E. Rawley Frank Black of St. George were ln \ Mazzeo. Walter E. Spear and NarMrs. Albert Chatfield and two chil
marked anthracite.
proud to sell ‘blue coal*.
prize baseball game between Camden ; at 6.30; parade after supper if ar- and Frank B. Gregory. First prize court this forenoon charged with tar]e Mazzeo The burial was ln dren have returned to Cincinnati.
It starts up quickly on
We are equipped M
O1DEI
,and St. (George. The prizes wUl be rangements can be made; reception was awarded to Jennie Staples; sec- c'runken driving. The arrests were Achorn cemetery.
Ohio, after spending ithe summer
freezing mid-winter morn
make speedy deliveriea
The deceased died last Friday ln here.
pwarded at that time.
and dance at the C.A.C. armory after ond to Freddie Peters and third prize made by Sheriff Ludwick and Deputy
and give the utmoet ill
ings — hums evenly and
_____
! the parade. Legionnaires are asked to Mr. Flanders and Mrs. Lord..
Sheriff Bachelder, respectively.
her 71st year. She was a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Willis Monroe have
heating service. Phone ua
steadily
all
day
long
—
Asa and Susan (Saunders) Spear, been spending a few days at Blue
The 109th annual sessions of the , to be ln uniform, or at least to wear
_____
and banka perfectly at
when you need 'Mue coaP
The next meeting of Townsend born in Rockland. March 29. 1867. Hill.
Maine Universalist Conventions will «aps. Ex-service men and friends
in a hurry.
night ... It’s dependable.
F K O M
• • • •
be held in Bangor four days com-! are invited to the reception and
A^ter a summer ^ess of el«ht Club No 2 will be held at the home This city had always been her home,
f dance. A number of department offl- wecks the meetings of Ruth Mayhew of the newly elected president Mrs. She was married to Mr. Ross. May 13,
Their Fifty-Seventh
mencing next Sunday. The program
cers are expected, and the Knox Tent' D U V" were resumed last Mon Minnie Miles, 31 Ocean street at 7 p. ' 1885, the officiating clergyman being
Mr and Mrs. Oscar S. Grinnell of
is an unusually elaborate one.
~| County Posts will all be well repre day night at G AR. hall. Limerock m. next Monday. All members are Rev. C. A. Southard. Of this union Camden have been married 57 years
(Successor to Rorkland Coal Co.)
street, Mrs. Priscilla Smith presid- urged to be present to give Mrs. Miles five children were born, twins dying ard a pleasant feature in connection
Glen A. Lawrence has bought sented.
TELEPHONE
72
ROCKLAND, ME.
ing. appointed these committees to, a hearty welcome. The new officers ' in infancy and Louis dying at the with it is the recent presentation of
the Capt. R. K. Snow residence on
1
assist
with
the
annual
sale
to
be
held
are:
President,
Mrs.
Minnie
Miles:
age
of
6.
The
surviving
children
a
gift
box
by
the
H.
J.
Heinz
Co.,
Ocean avenue, and will occupy lt
A battalion meeting of the Patrlafter alterations and improvements archs Militant. I.O.O.F. will be held Def
APr°ns, Maude Cables, Minnie vice president Warren B. Gardner; are Karl B. Ross now a resident of ’ containing one each of the famous 57
have been made.
j at Odd Fellows hall Friday night, Pettee, Rhoda Currier, Lena Rokes, secretary Alton E. Young; treasurer, South Thomaston; and Mildred F, varieties. The gift was accompanied ]
ROUND
ONE
and representatilons will be present Bessie Haraden, Carrie House and Mrs. Hazel Nash; advisory board. 1 who Is a clerk in the Rockland Post- ' by a letterof felicitation from a high
TRIP
TO THF. ISLANDS WAY
Sunday night's band concert at the from
Rockland. Camden, VI- Grace Colson: food- A!lie Blackington, Miss Bertha McIntosh. Capt. William Office. Other near relatives surviv- ’ official of the company and was made !

Mrs. Elizabeth Yattaw Elect
ed President At Wald ot oro
Gathering

The

TALK OF THE TOWN

Bargain

Attic

LINGERIE ROBES
$1.98

FUR COAT SALE

PERFECT HEATING COMFORT
WITHOUT FUSS OR BOTHER

"blue
coal9

ROCKLAND FUEL COMPANY

FLY

Public Landing was hailed as one of nalhaven and Bar Harbor. Departthe best of the series, and universal ment officers expected are Brigadier
regret was expressed that the sea- General H. Burke Chandler of Skowson had drawn to a close.
I hegan. Lieut. Col. Harry Hoffman of
-------( Auburn, Col. Frank L. Douglas of
The annual Boston gift show ls be- Auglksta and Co, j CarleU)n Kid.
ing held in Hotel Statler. Boston. • der of Portland
w,n
dril,
Gonia's store is represented by the work and g schoo, of instruction in
proprietor, Edward OA'B. Gonia and.;,charge of c M Havener The
E!Ua_DLrry_-'n,.e
“""J dies' Auxiliary will furnish supper
time is in charge of Mrs. E. W. at 7. An informal dance will be held
Peaslee and Mrs. Dorothy Jones.
after the meeting and Chevaliers are

$2.50

$4.00

Belle Bowley' Josie Lothrop, Olive
Crockett Lucy Bucklin. Mary Brewster; candy, Carrie Brown. Doris
Ames. Susie Karl. Alta Dimick. Stel
la McRae; miscellaneous,
Eliza
Plummer. Ada Payson. Lizzie French,
Lina Carroll. F Helen Paladlno;
beano, Mae Cross. Elizabeth Murray,
Emma Douglass, Grace Lewis. Bessie
®u“‘val,
Letts. Plans were made to hold a re
ception for the Department Presi
dent, Eliza Plummer and staff Oct.
25 with invitations extended to friends
and °lLer department officers of Patnotlr Orders in the city. The chairman will be appointed later. An In
vitatlon to picnic with members of
Fnima whlte Barker Tent of Bel'
fast was accepted and plans are in
* X“»«"

Standard Time
Young, Mrs. William Young. Miss ing are a granddaughter, Barbara possible through the thoughtfulness!
Leave
I) aily Except Sunday
VINALHAVEN
ROCKLAND
NORTH HAVEN
Nettie Packard and Ralph W Davis. Ross of South Thomaston; a brother. of Clarence Stratton, a Camden mar8.30 A. M.
8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
Fdward Spear; and three sisters, Mrs. ket man.
11.45 A. M.
12.00 M.
12.15 P. M.
Bessie Sullivan, Mrs. Belle Bowley
3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.30 P. M.
DENTAL NOTICE!
and Miss Jennie Spear, all of:
During Spring and Summer will
SUNDAY
99-tf
Rockland.
make appointments for Tuesdays and
9.20 A. M.
9.35 A. M.
1
9.50 A. M.
HOME-AG.-FAX
Mrs. Ross was essentially a home Fridays. Notify in advance If possible,
1.40 P.M.
2.10 P. M.
1.55 P. »L
body, wrapped up in the Interests of
DR j
DAMON, Dentist
5.20 P. M.
5.35 P. M.
5.50 P. M.
Red pine is the name adopted by her family and leaving a record of j Over Newberry's 5c and 10c Store
Next Tu Public Landing
AIRWAYS, INC.
Telephone 338
Rockland, Me.
the U S. Forest Service for the spe having done much for those who were 1 Tel. 415-W,
in need of aid and sympathy. These
45dzTtf
cies hitherto known also as Norway
deeds of kindness were performed i
pine
without display, and few knew of!
• • • •
asked to take ladies.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge ls holding its. j
If present forecasts are correct, them except the grateful recipients
THHKIKHEN1IS WHERE YOU USE IT...
annual fair at Odd Fellows hall this . The annual reception for members
the 1937 potato crop will be the flfth who rose up to bless her.
afternoon and evening. Public supper ! of the Freshman class was gjven
Mrs. Ross found much comfort in
largest on record in the United
will be served from 5.30 to 7 under the day nlght at
HJgh
audj_
her flower gardens which were al
States.
direction of Mrs. Helen Palidino. torjum wRh MiK
Prost in
ways a source of pride In the neigh
• • • •
Beano and sale of candy and fancy charge of ,nlUation ceremonies and
Many colonies of bees in Maine borhood. It was especially fitting
articles both afternoon and evening.; M)ss gte,la young
program chalr.
perish each winter because of lack of that so many beautiful floral offer
Th,
.< Ireehand
-'•«-* *
food. No less than 45 to 60 pounds ings should surround the caske#
..
drawing will go on winter schedule r°5
rap d chan&e act' whistling
Members going will of honey should be left with the bees yesterday.
in the fall.
Wednesday at the Community Build
cracker contest and picking pennies, port Sept 16 Members going
Wednesdaj at the Community Build ,
hilaritv Tlie take sweets as requested. Mrs. House
SOUTH CHINA
ing. Classes will be held on Mon- ,
ana Mrs. French will be hostesses at
Studies show that it costs from $35
program presented the Havener
day. Wednesday and Friday from I xtsters
in q swino nnmhothe next supper. Sewing in the afterMr. and Mrs. Herbert Esancy and
7 to 9 of each week and are open to I
'
^s,Lia »„d noon °n *luhts and a full attendance to i$50 annually to maintain the rat
daughters
Evelyn and Charlene en
population
of
the
typical
farm.
the public. lAnyone intend in ,
>>
™aa^“ar ts looked for to assist this band of
tertained on their China Lake shore
art either as a future study or hobby .
ge Hun y' tap dance- Miss BarDauehters to carrv on their I
,
u
ls Invited to attend
! bara Derry, and finale, harmoniza-1 C5a yau8hters to carry on then
creosote stains ln plaster may be Sunday a family picnic in honor of
effectively sealed with two coats of Mrs. Esancy s mother, Mrs. Eleanor
_____
tion of "Let Me Call You Sweet- work during the fall and winter
right hare, in the new
Payson of Hope. Those attending
aluminum paint.
Daniel Munro was taken to Knox beart."
Richard Ellingwood was
were Mrs. Payson's sister Mrs. Alice
FAMIIY ALBUM
• • • •
Used Cars For Sale. R. G. Shubbuck.
Hospital for an emergency operation master of ceremonies and Miss CathMarriner
and
nephew
Raymond
Harry
C.
Rogers,
agent,
South
Wal

Sunday and will be there for an in- erlne Chisholm accompanist. SandA bowl of water placed in a newlyAvnroge daily currant consumption
109*111 painted room will help eliminate the Libby and wife, Lincolnville, her
definite period, as a more serious op- wich. brownies, ice cream and punch doboro.
2/9 of a kilowatt hour.
sister-in-law, Mrs. Florence Pearse
eration ls to eventually follow. Mr 1 were °n sale.
odor.
Running time of mechanism —
and son Herbert Pearse of Camden
• • e •
Munro's affliction, through the loss;
------only 11%.
ar.d Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Pearse and
of sight, naturally Imposes unusual { More than 400 Odd Fellows are ex
A neutral soap jelly, made by dis
seven children of Lincolnville; also
Avoroge tamparaturat: 31° in tha milk compart*
loneliness upon him. and .calls from !>ected t0 be in attendance at the
solving one part of mild soap flakes
mantj 41° in tho food comportmontl
Without Laiatives—and You II Eat
Mrs. Payson's son Frank and wife,
friends will be appreciated.
State-wide mass meeting of thf?
ln five parts of hot water, may be
Everything from Soup to Nuts
and (Mrs. Edward Payson and son
Grand Encampment to be held Satur
Avaraga
weekly food savings: $1.75
The $tomach should dlgeit two pounds of food
used for cleaning painted surfaces.
daily. When you eat heavy, sreaiy, coarae or
Bobby of Camden and daughter Mrs.
Tlie Boston newspapers (Globe, day evening in Lewiston City Hall.
rkh foods or when you are nervous, hurried or
Scouring
powder
or
strong
alkali
Ice
cubes
frozan in 69 minutat — average for 89
chow poorly—your stomach poura out too mucn
William
Wellman
with
Mr.
Herald and Posti yesterday advanced Arrangements are ln charge of Wofluid. Your food doesn't digest and you hate
soaps are not recommended.
Proving Kitchens. Average fretting time of
gai, heartburn, nausea, pain or sour atomacb.
Wellman, her daughter Mrs. Charles
You feel sour, sick and upset all over.
their price to three cents a copy, rumbus Encampment of Lewiston
desserts, only 66 minutat.
Doctors say nevrr take a laxative for itomach
pain. It Is dangerous and foolish. It takes thoso
Childs and Mr Childs and daughter
That an advance ln newspaper prices who will act as host to visiting mem
little black tablets called Bell-ana for Indigestion
BORN
to make the excess stomach fluids harmless, re
Muriel of South Hope and the grand
ls very necessary would be readily ap bers. The meeting will be particu
lieve distress In 5 minutes and put you back en
AND HERE'S ADDED PROOF I U. S.
PHILBROOK At Knox Hospital. Sept. 3 children, Ralph Esancy and family;
your feet. Relief Is ao quick It Is amazing and
preciated by anybody familiar with larly to honor the grand patnaren
one 25c package proves It. Ask for Bell-bus for
Public Works Administration buys
tO Mr. and Mrs. Orris Phllbrook of
Indigestion. Sold everywhere. <c) Bell A Co. 1917.
the new burdens imposed upon them. ef the Grand Encampment. John W.
Matinicus. a daughter. Gracie Clifford Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald and family;
16,697 Westinghouse Refrigerators
Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and family and
After all the newspaper is the cheap Thcrnton, of Lewiston, who is a mem
on lowest 10-yoar cost To meet rigid econo
MARRIED
Mrs. Frederic Poulllot and family,
est thing you buy having reference ber of Worumbus Encampment, and
my requirements, they found the answer In
JOY-STONE
—
At
North
Haven.
Sept.
12.
will be termed a "victory meeting." I
making 42 in all.
of course to the price.
by Rev. H. F. Huse. Austin R Joy and
One of the largest classes of candi
Barbara Lucy Stone, both of North
Haven.
The Woman's Missionary Confer dates ever to be initiated will re
HOPKINS-ROCK—At
Malden.
Mass.
ence of the Lincoln Baptist Associ ceive the patriarchal degree to be
Sept. 12. James Hopkins of South
Thomaston and Miss Eleanor Rock of
ation will be held in Camden, Tues conferred by members of Oasis En
Malden.
day, Sept. 21, at the Chestnut street campment of Brattleboro, Vt. This
Baptist Church, the day session to encampment has earned the reputa
DIED
open at 10 a. m. daylight. Dinner tion of conferring the degree in such (
AREY—At Rockport. Sept. 12. Adelia.
widow of Capt David S. Arey (a native
will be furnished by the host church. a manner as to compare favorably
of Owl's Head), aired 70 years. 7 months.
MORTICIANS
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Mrs. Charles Marstaller of Rockland, with any team in New England. Sixty
17 days. Funeral this afternoon at 2
o'clock.
the newly appointed associational members will take part.
Ambulance Service
COLTART—At Lawrence. Mass . Sept. 12,
vice president of the Eastern Maine
David Coltart, formerly of St. George,
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
aged 69 years. Funeral Wednesday at
District, to succeed Mrs. L. H. Wight
Special new low prices on school
2 o'clock from 14 Suffolk street.
TEL. 662
361-365
MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
of Parkman, who resigned recently.*
for boys are being featured at
SIMMONS—At South Hope, Sept 13,
• AS LITTLE AS $1 WEEKLY PAYS FOR A WESTINGHOUSE •
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
Riley Simmons, aged 86 years. Funeral
i will be welcomed at this time. Lindsey’s, Watts Block, Thomaston.
119services ln Appleton, date to be an
98tf
'Speakers will be announced,
nounced,
109-110

HELP STOMACH
DIGEST FOOD

Westinghouse

BURPEE’S

Russell Funeral Home

CENTR
rows

▲INE
MPAMY

■9

Page Fouf

VINALHAVEN
Union Church Circle will meet
Thursday and serve the 6 OS. at 530
o’clock.
Schools began Monday.
Mrs. Ora W Jones of Belfast ar
rived Saturday and is at Rockaway
Inn. Lane’s Island.
Harold C. Alley and daughters
Phyllis and Carolyn and Mrs. Lottie
Johnson returned Saturday Irom
Christmas Cove.
Miss Charlotte Webster returned
Bunday from Rockland.
Miss Bernice Hall. Mrs. Carrie
Paige, daughter Miss Flora Paige and
Mrs. Nellie Allen attended the Leadbetter reunion at North Haven.
Austin Gale of Ridgewood. N. J.,
arrived Wednesday and is at his sum
mer home.
Prof, and Mrs R. Mont Arey who
have been at their summer home on
Lane's Island for the vacation
months, left Saturday for their home
in Rochester, N. Y. Prof, Arey is a
teacher of clarinet at the Eastman
School of Music.
Miss Bernice Vinal and Miss Mabel
Kamm. who have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Glidden, returned Sat
urday to Boston.
Mrs. Edward Philbrook and grand
daughters Priscilla Chilles and Ma
rion Philbrook have returned from
a week's visit with Mr. and Mrs. How
ard MacFarland in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Steere of Provi
dence, R. I., are guests at the home
of Mrs. Mary L. Arey.
Woodcock - Cassie - Coombs Post,
American Legion, met Wednesday
night at the ’’Shoe" for regular meet
ing and the following officers were
elected: Commander. John B. Went-

RE5INOL
SOOTHIS

Fvery-OtherDay
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SKIN

Rite-Best
Printed Stationery

COURIER-GAZETTE SPECIAL
WHITE VELLUM
Monarch Size
75 sheets VMlMM
50 envelopes 4x7%
Your name and address on paper
and envelopes printed in Blue.
Black, Green or Brown ink.

worth; vice commanders, Bert An
drews and William Hoar; finance
officer, Alfred Creed; adjutant, David
Duncan; chaplain, R. Mont Arey;
historian, N. Cook Sholes; sergeant
at arms, Wilbur Coombs; service
officer. L. B. Dyer. Preceding the
meeting, supper which Included a fish
chowder, was served. R. Mont Arey
and Hal Roberts were chefs.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wilson and
daughter Barbara who have been
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Wilson, returned Saturday to
South Portland.
Bruce Grindle returned Saturday
from Boston where he accompanied
Frank Trott.
Miss Sara Bunker left Monday to
resume teaching in Ridgewood. N. J.
Regular meeting of Moses Webster
Lodge, F.A.M., will be held tonight.
Elizabeth Guilford was ln Rockland
over the weekend.
Woodrow Bunker visited Rockland
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Webster
of Woburn, Mass, were recent guests
A strange romance flourishing in the strange Peruvian Andes mountains
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webster.
among
a renegade triangle is the dramatic highlight of “Flight From Glory.' j
Mrs. L. R. Smith entertained the
Apron Club at her home Friday in RKO Radio's new air drama, with Chester Morris and Whitney Bourne in the
romantic leads, supported by Van Heflin, iboarding planei, and Onslow
honor of Mrs. Julia Lyons of Augusta
Mrs. Lyons. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stevens.—adv.
Briggs (Jennie Lyons*, were guests of
Mrs. Smith over the weekend.
Pleasant River Grange attended
Pomona at North Haven Saturday.
Miss Louise Libby has returned
from Wollaston. Mass., to resume
teaching.
Misses Ernestine Carver and Caro
lyn Calderwood left today to enter
U, of M.
Mrs. Edward MacDonald has re
turned from Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dyer, who
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
William T. Smith, have returned to
Brewer.
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Pulling, who
spent the summer at Honeymoon
Lodge, have returned to Wellesley,
Mass.
Miss Clara Giles of Portland and
Mrs. Lillian York ihave been visiting j
Mrs. Hattie Coombs the past few days. 1
Mrs. Ernest Mills and Miss Maude j
Grant called at the home of their 1
aunt. Mrs. Abbie Wooster in Thom
aston Friday. She was observing her
| one hundredth birthday.
Mrs. Oscar Lane entertained her
Above (left to right!. Kent Taylor. Loretta Y'oung and Don Ameche in a
class of pano pupils at Camp Alyosca
Friday. Those who attended were: scene from Helen Hunt Jackson's immortal romance, “Ramona," Twentieth
Rebecca Duncan. Norma MacDonald, Century'-Fox hit filmed in the new perfected Technicolor.—adv.
Marion Webb. Carolyn Dyer. Edith !
Roberts. Virginia White, Corinne j
WASHINGTON
PORT CLYDE
Greenleaf, Louise Burgess. Beatrice :
Mr.
and
Mrs. V B Crockett (Edith
Burgess. Audrey Coombs, Marion
Mr and Mrs Clarence Lessner of Anthony) are leaving for Miami,'
Brown, Mildred Brinkworth, Jean
Philadelphia, who have been spend- pja Monday stopping at Philadel- I
Strachan, Ellen Burgess. LucilleI
ing two weeks in town returned home phia Washington D. C„ Bowling
Bruce, Gerpldme Robertson, Mary
Thuisday accompanied by Mr. Less- Qreen Ky. enroute
Warren. Norma Phillips. Jane Libby, , ner's father. W. L. Lessner. who has ,,
.
,
._
,
,I
Joan Johnson. Bernadette Nichols, been here sjnce May and wm spend Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Parker and (
Floyd Robertson. Stephen Hamilton. ,he win,€r at his sons home
««
of Washington, D C.
Herbert Conway, Philip Dyer, Junior
have been guests of Miss Nora Clark.
Greenleaf. Mrs. Lane was assisted by
^rs Josephine Finley of South
Mr. and Mrs Waldo Bryant have
Miss Nathalie Smith and Mrs. Lucy Warren is teaching the Razorvflle returned to their home in Brockton,!
Hopkins. After a luncheon served at sch°o1 Mrs. Ella Grinnell of Ap- Mass., after spending the summer at;
noon a Major Bowes program was PIetcn the village and Gertrude their cottage on Hupper's Island.
schools
_ ,
.
,
enjoyed wfth Mrs. Hopkins as the Beck ,the Hodges school. All
,
v.
i Qulte a number from here attendthe West Washington began
.
. ... .
Major and Mrs. Lane as Mrs. Bowes. except
~
.
i ed the shower given for Miss Lilltan
P
'
I Brown at the Grange hall. MartinsPictures of the group were taken on
the lawn.
Mr and Mrs Frank Achorn who ville Friday evening.
have been spending the summer; Mrs Etta
spending
|

HEADLINE ACTS BOOKED FOR EXPOSITION

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

EAST UNION

months with relatives here left Wed- ' week in Medomak with her sister,
nesday for thefr home In Biloxi Mrs. Theodore McLain.

Bernard Esancy was home over
Mrs Edith Gillmor of South Hiram
the weekend from Whitinsville, Mass.
Mahlon Turner is having a new ve- I was in town Sunday,
The next
meeting
of the- Farm
m KK M wu
. Bu- I randah buUt °n hlS h0USe Which wul 1 Mrs. Harold Broadbent and sen
Orange' Ha^L !£ “m" £ *
‘"i
Mrs. Lola Chadwick is boarding at
the home of Mr and Mrs. Arno Bartlett in West Washington.
Mrs Harold Peabody and son Harold Jr., were guests over the week- j
end and holiday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ulric Peabody. Miss Eleanor
Peabody who has been here since
July returned to Springfield, Mass ,
with them Tuesday.

m New York City after spending the
summer at the Broadbent cottage,
Robert Fillmore of Cushing was
™g frlends here over the week-

Merrifield and Avis Nichols in charge.
John Dornan has returned to
Portland where he will resume his
M. C.B.
studies in his business course
Mrs. Lawrence Morton and Mrs.
Millie Jones attended the fair at
VACATION REALIZATION
Presque Isle last week.
[For the Courier-Gazette 1
The while the gently breaking day
| Mrs. Ella Bowley has been a guest
Pursues the laggard night away.
I seek the old familiar shore—
I at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hart
And turn my eyes the landscape o'er.
ley Watts a few days.
Mrs. Edith Overlock and Maude Where flees reluctantly the night
Hade Brawn is working for Will
. Howard were Union visitors Tuesday. Before the dawn's advancing light,
I Far up the harbor toward the west
Davis for an indefinite time.
Mrs Helen Bowes Mr. and Mrs. I Dark banks of fog the scene Invest.
Donald Tolman and family of West
Clarence Lessner and W. L. Lessner While haze transclucent lingering lies
Rockport were in this place Sunday.
were day visitors in Rockland Sat- Against the silent sunrise skies,
Out seaward ln the radiant east
Mrs. Jennie Payson entertained as u,.day
And to my eyes a welcome feast
dinner guests Friday, Mrs. Vinnie
LINETTE SUPERFINE
Miss Marguerite Lincoln has re- , High up above the streaming beach
Hubbard of New York and Mrs. May turned from Rockland hospital where Oreat trees in heaven aspiring reach.
White Writing
Green spruces, oaks upon the hill
Robbins.
48 folded sheets 444x7%
1 she underwent a tonsil operation Arouse within my soul a thrill.
36 envelopes 4x5%
Fred Freeman has been spending a
last week.
Your name and address printed few days with his mother, Mrs. Laura
AgetD’t, the fleeting melting mist
g0-den sunbeams softly kissed.
Miss Lurlie Davis who has had
on sheets and envelopes or mono
Floyd.
, They stand out lovely beautified
gram on paper, address on enve
Mr. and Mrs. George Livingstone emr-!oyment °" Monhegan through m light of heaven glorified
lopes. Blue, black, brown, green have returned to Providence.
Jul e and August has returned home., Slralght toward that falr „nurlng ,lght
ink.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon S. Swift! Myra Grinnell and mother Mrs.!
sight —
I walk along the lowtide strand
$1.25 postpaid
(Ethel Davis) of Connecticut are Laurp Grinnell and Mr. Kelley of Till on a rocky Isle I stand.
spending part of their honeymoon Salem, Mass., were weekend guests I find the tide has ebbed so low
O’i foot out here I now can go;
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs- Alice and Willard Ware.
To realize a childhood dreana.
George Davis.
Gerald Hibbert is boarding with Lured on by heaven's morning gleam.
Mrs. Alice Ware and attending High We may attain our deepest Joys
Life’s dearest dreams may realize
school.
Mrs. Addie McMullin who suffered
GodVg%wmg ’.kle,
a shock several weeks ago continues'
Allison M Watts.
Tenant’s Harbor.
to remain about the same.
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
RATES!
Lincoln Emery representing the
Single
Cliff Shaw Tire and Rubber Co., of
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Augusta was a business visitor here
Double
4I»
Thursday.
AU W00M1 WITH |ATM
5OORoom3
Misses Louise Linscott and Doris
Sf«c>Al w«<U>
Miller have gone to North Vassal
RADIO
boro where they will have employ
SERVIDOR
ment
TUB’a SHOWER
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin M. Bowes were
business visitors in Rockland one
day recently.
The fair and supper which was held
« NORTH STATION .
the 24th of August at the Grange
*4 STEPTRAIN* ityur ROOM
hall under the auspices of the Ladles
Guild netted about $60 which will be
used for necessary repairs on the
Church,
Only $1.25 postpaid
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HANGER

The Morning AfterTaking
Carter's Little Liver Pills

By L. L. STEVENSON

Ramblings and ruminations: A
blond applying lipstick as she
crosses Broadway at Fiftieth street.
. . . Old vaudevillians huddling in
front of the Palace . . . and talking
of the “days when” ... A fat tiger
cat strolling leisurely ln front of the
Paramount. . . With pedestrians
making quick stops or detours to
avoid inflicting injury. . . A cop
leading a bewildered looking grayhead from the Times Square infor
mation booth and pointing toward
uptown. . . That sea food place
with wall decorations of shells of
enormous lobsters. . . Whenever I'm
in Boston, I eat lobster fried ln
butter. . . and keep my fingers
crossed for fear of indigestion. .. A
bootblack escaping a pursuer, evi
dently a business competitor, by
darting under a mounted police
man's horse at Forty-second street
and Eighth avenue. . . Matinee
crowds barging into off-shoots of
Broadway . . . with commuters
looking a bit confused in the crush.
• • •
A window with a display of Im
ported caviar. . . A gaunt, seedylooking man gazing at it intently. . .
Another window displaying herring.
. . . and no spectators standing be
fore it .. Dwight Deere Wiman re
cently returned from another Lon
don trip. . . A man carrying a bass
viol into a subway entrance. . .
Won't he have fun with a turnstile!
... A young man in a track suit
trotting along Fifth avenue. . .
Gives me goose pimples. . . A door
man bowing deferentially to shop
pers entering one of those subdued,
but expensive establishments ...
Can’t get used to the old Wendel
mansion having been displaced by
a dime store . . . and I still miss
those well-tailored and tubbed gray
gentlemen who stared with expres
sionless faces at the passing avenue
throngs from Union League club
windows. . . A gray-haired woman
standing before a show window mir
ror admiring her mink coat. . . Un
conscious of the fact that there are
two tags on the back which pro
claim its newness. . . The cost in
code, a disappointment to this in
vestigator.
• • •

j

j

EADLINE vaudeville and circus acta every afternoon and evening have been provided tor grand.dand
audiences at the Eastern States Exposition ln Springfield, Mass., from Sept. 19 to 25 Inclusive. Aer
H
ial is ts, acrobats, tumblers, Jugglers, clowns—masters of their art and the best the world of big top and
stage affords will be seen in conjunction wilh harness and auto races, “Lucky” Teter's daredevils, cham
pionship rodeo and nightly displays of fireworks.

|
1

A vender of puppies at Sixth ave
nue and Thirty-eighth street. . .
Keeping a careful lookout not only
for customers but because the S. P.
C. A. may get him. . . The clatter
of trains passing overhead . . . and
the old steel structure quivering
with the pounding. . . Merchandise
thrown into windows under gotngout-of business signs . . . Many of
those establishments have been going out of business for years. . . A
group of men inspecting a hardware
store window display of pocket
knives. . . and I haven't spotted a
whittler all the years I have been
here. . . The uptown traffic stream
at Fifty-ninth street waiting to dash
into Central park. . . Jean Paul
King, radio announcer, who has
three sets in his home. . . and none
of them work. . . Mr. Powders who
operates several drug stores . . .
Park boats piled up for the winter.
. . . Won’t be long now before they
are in use again.
• • •
Gutzon Borglum, sculptor, stroll
ing Park avenue. . . He came home
from a short trip abroad only re
cently. . . Those buildings where
authors stop. . . They house offices
of publishers. . . Lucius Boomer en
tering the Waldorf. . . Taylor
Holmes, whose Kipling records used
to give me a lot of pleasant listen
ing. . . That former actress who is
now a saleswoman in a department
store. . . Parks Johnson and Wally
Butterworth who are known as “Q
men.” . . . Because they interview
the populace for the radio. . . Of
all things, a Park avenue doorman
with a smile on his facel
• • •

Back again in Times Square. . .
Edwards, who has been barbering
for 41 years in this vicinity.. .Born
In mid-town and never worked any
where else. . . That reminds me
that in the Chelsea section there is
a barber shop that gives "physiog
nomical hair cuts”. . . and does no
shaving. .. Tips also are barred. . .
A stenographer spurning the atten
tions of a would-be Romeo. . . Who,
subdued by hard looks, slinks into
a bar. .. A blind man tapping along
Eighth avenue. . . and singing,
“Pennies From Heaven.”
© Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

Turkish Children
Must Joint Scouts
Ankara, Turkey. — Turkey is
going in for scouting wholeheart
edly.
TTie ministry for public educa
tion has ordered the compulsory
enrollment of all schoolchildren,
both boys and girls, in the Boy
and Girl Scout organizations.
The chief scout of Turkey will
shortly be appointed and the
whole government will be na
tional in character. The en
rolled children, of both sexes,
will range in age from 13 to 17.

Summer cottagers. Let us take down
your awnings, store them, insured
through the winter, make necessary
repairs and rehang them next spring.
Very reasonable cost. Tel. 1262-W.
Rcckiand Awning Co., 16 Willow St.

|
I

States Exposltiou in Springfield, Mass., from Sept. 19 to 25 Inclusive, with an entirely new reptolre of thrills developed ln the last 12 months. Teter has added dozens of death defying sensations ■
be presented on tbe afternoon grandstand program for four days, Monday to T1 :
. S pt. 20 to 2

I

;

j

]
Dress for Two Lifetimes

Peasant girls in Lowicz, Poland,
wear gorgeous costumes, each
dreas costing about $50. About ten
i yards of material are used in mak
ing each one, but it lasts the owner
I her lifetime, and is often good for
the lifetime of her daughter.

!

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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Ice caps are found at certain high
latitude regions such as Scandina
via, Iceland and Spitzbergen. Gla
cial ice may accumulate on a flat
plain and spread out in all direc
tions from the center.
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Secretary of War’s Flag

The Secretary of War's flag was
authorized in 1897 by order of the
adjutant general's office. It is scar
let. with a white star in each corner
and the coat of arms of the United
Slates in the center.
Red Snow on Mt. Rainier
Colored snow exists in the United
States. Red snow is frequently re
ported on Mount Rainier. The ruddy
color is due to a tiny plant, one of
the 100 or more kinds of snow algae.
Composition of Earth
The earth is composed of 50 per
cent oxygen, 27 prr cent silicon, 8
per cent aluminum and the rest
made up of various elements, prin
cipally iron.

Secreting Alcohol
No organ of the human body se
cretes alcohol, but there is a proc
ess of digestion in the stomach by
which sugar is decomposed into al
cohol and other substances.

Lotteries Built Roads
In the middle of the Nineteenth
century roads and bridges were
built in Rockingham county, Vtrginina, with money derived from the
sale of lottery tickets.
Damascus Blades
In genuine Damascus blades the
design runs through the blade, and
the figuring does not disappear
through friction or grinding.

Izaak Walton in 1653
Izaak Wallon's "Tiie Compleat
Angler,” the most famous book ever
written on fishing, was published in
1653.
Entrance to Mammoth Cave
I.ecords of Edmonson county,
Kentucky, designated the entrance
to Mammoth cave as early as 1797.

Lowest Sound Heard by Ear
The lowest sound heard by the
average ear is 20 vibrations per sec
ond and the highest 29,000.

Being Good Company
No man is good company who

thinks he has to weigh what he says.
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Where Ice Caps Are Found
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
9-Decayed
4O-To cut (Scot)
1-Religious faith
6-Being above
42- Alcoholic beverage 13- Wrong doing
43- Heavenly body
14- Noise
10- Eagle
16-Heart of anything
11- River in Tyrol and 44- Listens to
Bavaria
46-Medicated liquids for 19-Terminate
22- City in France
healing
12- Reclined
23- Passageway
15-Choose
48- Part of a plant
17- Equal
49-Japanese coin (pi.) 25-A vegetable
27- Vim
50- Grates
18- Prevaricate
28- Seems
20- Pertaining to Scot 51- Decide
30- Thin slice of bacon
land
31-8erf
21- Title
VERTICAL
32- Fragment of cloth
22- A feather
33- Torments
24- Before
34- Shortly
1- Strips
25- Parity
2- One afflicted with a 37- Grease
26- Laddled out
38- Perch
28- Combining form. Air
dread disease
39- Follow
3- A metal
29- Place
41-Let fall
4- Half ems
30- Mend
43-Place where coin ia
33-High mountain
5- Tentacle
made
6- Employ ■
35- Serpent
45-Maritime signal
7- Chums
36- River in France
^-Golf mound
38-Fish eggs
8- Wrlt

«
Strange Indian Name

“Strike-on-Both-Sides” was the
unusual name of an Indian maid, so
called because when a little girl she
was rescued from other Indians
about to kill her by her father, who
struck down her captors on both
aides.
Temperatures of Human Blood

Temperatures of the human blood
have been known to run as high as
107 degrees and as low as 94 de
grees. Clinical thermometers run
to 110 degrees, leaving a margin of
3 degrees.
---------------------—
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(Solution to previous puzzle)
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Every-OtHer-Day
ROCKPORT

IS 700 YEARS OLD

Mr and Mrs. John R. Donlon of
Waltham,
Mass., were recent guests
German Capital Now a Me
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
tropolis Of More Than Charles Carver.
4,000,000 Population
Mrs. Beulah Baker has returned
from Knox Hospital where she has
Berlin is celebrating, this summer, been a surgical patient the past five
700 years of history, lhe German weeks and is now recuperating at the
capital, a metropolis of more than | home of her parents, Capt. and Mrs,
4 000.000 people, recently donned' George W. Lane.
holiday attire for a week when a
Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
Jubilee Exposition, a historical pagent. Wednesday afternoon with
Mrs.
and a series of theatrical perform Josephine Wall, Richards' Hill.
ances absorbed the attention of res
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Wade of Bath
idents and drew thousands of out were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
siders to the city.
E. A Champney.
"Berlin grew out of two fishing
Herbert Coates who has been convillages on the banks of the Spree I flngd tQ hjs home for several weeks
River^-Coehn and Berlin,”says ji' as r resu,t Qf injurles received in a
bulletin from the Washington, D. C fall is now able to resume his duties
headquarters of the National Geo at the C. W Henry Farm, Beauchamp
graphic Society.
Point.

“IS IT GOOD BUSINESS TO BUY
COSTLIER TOBACCOS FOR CAMELS ?

’’-a

question

asked

by

many

people

ANSWER:

Phenomenal Growth in Last Century j Mr and Mrs pred Holbrook mo- '
"Berlin’s first mention was in 1244 tored to Gorham Sunday with their,
Although Coelln was then seven years daughter Roberta who will enter Nor- J
old, and it is really from ihe founding J mal School this week. Robert was a
of Coelln that the modern Berlin is' member of this year's graduating
dated, the younger of the two villages,1 class R.H 8.
for reasons unknown to historians, j Frang Rider arrived home from
gave its name to the city which rose | Nortjj Haven Saturday for a week's'
from them.
vacation. On Sunday Mr. and Mrs '
“I have taken my share
"The two villages, consolidated in Rider and SQn Byron left for Boston!
of big fish—marlin and Think of what this means! The greatest pleasure for the
tuna. I know what a rodthe 14th century, gradually grew into I wj,cre Byron is this week entering
and-reel contest with greatest number of smokers ever given by any cigarette
towns and in the 16th century were, the Bentley School of Accountancy. [
these heavy fighters does
favored with the first touch of gov- |
R
Copeland of Rockland
to a man’s energy. When
ND this didn’t happen by chance. makes Camel’s policy of spending
ernmental importance. It was then jg
at the home o( Mr. and
I’ve gotten a big fellow
l Camels are the largest-selling
millions of dollars more for costlier
safely landed, my next
that the Elector of Brandenburg Mrg chgrles Qardner
move
is
to
light
a
Camel.
cigarette
in
America
—
and
in
the
tobaccos "good business.”
made
the city his official residence,
„ .
.
maue me v v,
.
Ij Mr and Mrs. _
Enos E.
Ingraham
are '
A Camel very quickly world — because people (an and do
If you are not a Camel smoker,
Put even this distinction aid not
gives me an invigorating ‘lift.’ ”
... xur. enjoving a vacation at their camp at
appreciate
costlier
tobaccos.
Smok

try
them. Millions have given
(Signed) REX BEACH,
hoem Berlin; it was not until the
1,18 “ .
I
Norton's Pond.
famous novelist and sportsman ers trust those finer tobaccos in
Camels the severest test —smoked
close of the Franco-Prussiar. War in
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wooster and
Camels to give them more of what
them steadily—and have found more
1870.that it leaped into prominence
"Camel’s rich, deli
Mr and Mr; McDuffee of Rochester.
they want in smoking. And that
pleasure in Camel’s costlier tobaccos.
as one of the world's leading cities.
cate flavor appeals
"At the time of the death of Fred N. H. Wire weekend guests of Mrs.
to a woman's taste.
I smoke nothing
eric the Great, census enumerators Charles Wooster Union street.
"No wonder so many bil
else. So many of the
liard champions, myself
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Whitney and
ctuld count only 150,000 inhabitants
girls in our crowd
included, prefer Camels.
ENJOY
A few decades later there were nearly j daughter Ann Christie and Mrs.
feel the way I do
I've smoked Camels for
four million that one finds in the William Whitney spent Thursday at
about Camel's being
a long time. I say it was
BENNY GOODMAN’S
extra-gentle to the
capital today. Berlin grew itself. Vinalhaven as gn; rtf of Mr and Mi's.
a happy day for me when
throat."
(Signed)
JOSELYN
LIBBY,
SWING BAND
turned
to
Camels.
For
I
w.ti while it grew, small towns were John Johnson.
private secretary'
I found I could smoke a
rising beyond its city limits. GradDr. and Mrs. George Ingraham of |
for a full half-hour!
lot and never have 'edgy'
ually these were absorbed in Oreater providence, R. I., arrived Thursday 1
•‘I can tell Camels are
nerves. I want to compliment Camels on
Tune in Benny’s popular swingmade from mighty fine their mildness!"
WILLIE HOPPE,
Berlin.
i for a visit with her parents, Mr. and
tobaccos. There’s a sight
famous billiard champ.
sters — hear his famous trio and
Business Spreads Over City
Mrs. M. W. Spear.
more goodness in ’em for
quartette. Tuesdays at 8:30 pm
“
I
love
the
taste
of
one
thing
—
real
natural
"Look down upon the German capMrs. Flora Shannon and son DonE.S.T. (9:30 pm E.D.S.T.), 7:30
flavor that doesn’t tire a Camel. They're so
Hal from the air today and you will ala returned Sunday to Washington,
pm C.S.T, 6:30 pm M.S.T., 5:30
my taste. No sir! Camels mild. Even after
be amazed by the vastness of the D. C. after spending a week at the
come in handy, too, at steady smoking I no
pm P.S.T., over WABC-CBS.
city. Its heart is where the Fried- Payson home, Main street.
the table. I like my tice no ‘cigaretty’
Camels at mealtimes. They help my diges after-taste.”
erich-Strasse and the Unter den , Dr. and Mrs. Lee Ellis have gone to
(Signed)
tion keep on an even keel."
Linden meet at right angles. From ■ Syracuse. N. Y„ where Mr. Ellis will j
MRS ANTHONY
(Signed) GEORGE BUCKINGHAM,
the intersection a network of avenues mter Syracuse University for post
J. DREXEL 3d.
ship's engineer
and cross streets leads to the east to graduate work. Their daughter VirCopyrUbt. 1937. B. J. Bayoulda Tobacco Compaor. Wlsstoa-Saloa. N. C.
the Spree and beyond. To the north ginia Lee is staying with her grandand west the network extends to Ber mother in Camden during their ab-!
lin's principal park, the Tiergarten, sence.
! merry evening of games, music etc., setts, Mr. and Mrs. Roger Salmon.
which because Berliners enjoy its
Mr and Mrs Austin Whitney and
TENANT’S HARBOR
STONINGTON
I refreshments were served and the Maplewood. N. J.. Mr. and Mrs. Rob
fresh air. has been called thc lungs of! fiaUghter Ann Christy returned SunMr an 1 Mrs. Frank P Gregson and
day night to Scranton. Pa., after a ] Mrs Ira Pettigrew and son Dr. j neighborhood was quiet once more, j ert Adriance, Maplewood , N. J.;
the city.
Rufus Stetson Jr. of New York and Mr. and Mrs. Neale Hamilton, Arling n othcr, Mrs. Mary J. Hart nave re
"Industry and trade flourish in the vacation spent with hls parents.. Mr Jsmes Pettigrew of Bowdoin College
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Damariscotta is a guest of John, ton. N. J., Mr. and Mrs. Richard turned to their home in Worcester,
capital The business district is a and Mrs. William E. Whitney.
Routledge, Needham, Mass.. Capt.
Hupper.
constant scene of animation during
Mi. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker, Bert Sawyer.
Mass., after a vacation spent at thc
Mrs. Isabelle Scott and family have
the day. But Berlin also is a city of spent Sunday as guests of Rev. AnMr. and Mrs. F. H. Pierson and and Mrs Aaron Wall, Arlington.
"Hartez' cottage
Mass..
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
von
Mer

pleasure, for many of those who diew Young and family at Harrison. le~ Devil Island.
| family were weekend guests in Medo-1
riman and Miss Edith Phillips. Wis
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Davidson
make it an industrial and commer Mr. Young was a former pastor of the
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Cousins mak.
consin.
and son John have closed their sum
cial titan while the sun is high, Rockport Baptist Church.
have moved into their new house on ' Mrs. Colbj' Hupper and son Jacky,
spend the remainder of their waking
have returned Irom Criehaven.
Miss Ruth Miller returned Monday | School street.
mer cottage and returned to their
hours iij the city's amusement places.1 from a visit with her uncle and aunt j Thomas McGuire passed the holi j Mrs. Cecil Andrews has gone to
Hearings will be held in Concord. home in Somerville. Mass.
There are 118 theaters and many Mr and Mrs Clifford Merrill at day at home.
Shelburne. Vt.. to Join her husband N. H.. Sept. 8, and Boston, Sept. 9
The Ladies' Sewing Circle held Its |
cafes where tired workers seek di- Me;huen. Mass
who has employment there.
tc consider proposed amendments to
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Robbins have
meeting
lust week’ at “The Shack , 1
Several families have returned to the marketing agreement in the Bos
version.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples en- |
moved into the Henry Robbins house.
•Berlin differs from many large : terUljned at a “going away" party,
their homes for the winter months. ton milk marketing area. Changes Whitney Wheeler's cottage, Wheeler’s
cities of the world in that its busi Thursday evening, honoring Mr. and I Mrs. Christie Bates. Mr. and Mrs. Among them. Mr. and Mrs. E. E. in minimum prices will be consid Bay. The meeting this week will
ness is not confined to a certain dis Mrs. Vere Crockett, who are leaving I Leslie Eastman and daughter of Jchnson and children to Massachu ered.
take place at the home of Mrs. John
trict, leaving other districts commer this week for the South. Guests were; | Lynn have been passing a few days
Morris.
cially lifeless. Spreading in every di- Mr. and Mrs. Langdon Crockett, with friends here.
Mrs. Emma M Torrey has been the
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Collins of
rection from the central axis of Harold Kaler. Eleanor Look. Margaret
guest of her daughter Mrs Wesley
Friedrich-Strasse. Wilhelm-Strasse. Carr of Rockland; Ruth Nash, Cam Daytona. Beach. Fla., passed Labor
and Unter den Linden, are ‘quarters' den; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett, Day with his brother Milford Col
C. Comstock of Rockland the past
bristling with activity, each with its Mr ar.d Mrs. Roland Richards. Mr. lins and family.
few days.
SCHOOL DAYS ARE HERE
own peculiar character. Here is a and Mrs. Roland Crockett, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence McCauley
Summer visitors have been leaving
block entirely devoted to the bank Phyllis Crockett.
Miss
Priscilla have moved into the Seth Webb
town dally since Labor Day.
ing business, another block houses Crockett. Harvey Crockett, Shir- apartments recently vacated by Clif
The town schools began Tuesday
the clothing industry, while others are lej’ Staples. Ralph Staples and ford Gray.
Sept 7th.
occupied by newspaper offices and ex a visit and then proceed to Miami.
Dr and Mrs. J. G. Hutchins and
A nice rainstorm visited this place
porters.
Florida for the winter.
Mrs. Joseph Regnier of Camden were
Saturday and was very much needed.
“In the shadow of skyscrapers are
Mrs. Alice Marston is substituting recent visitors in town.
the government offices which con at the Post Office during the absence I
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Mathews and
Bernice Billings has gone to Green
stitute the fountainhead of Oerman of Postmistress Hildred Rider.
daughter Florence returned to their
wich, Conn.
Government. On Wilhelm-Strasse is
Russell Staples ls having the garage
home in Belmont Sunday.
the Palace of the Chancellor, the at hls residence converted into an! Mrs. Minnie Wolfe and Leo Turley
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Bradford re-,
headquarters of the National Social automobile repair shop and filling were married on Sept. 3 by Father
turned to their home Sunday after
Giradin.
istic Party, and other government station.
spending the summer at their cot
Mr. and Mrs Edward Ahern are
agencies.
Maynard C. Ingraham and family
tage in Wallston.
"In recent years the G«rman capi who have been occupying the Addle occupying one of Annie Barters
Percy Rawley of Bangor a travel
tal has made many changes. In ad Russ house during the summer have apartments.
ling salesman for T. R. Savage Co. of
dition to new imposing buildings, returned to their home on Pascal
Mr and Mrs. Hartley Curtis arrived
that city was in the village Friday,
such as the Air Ministry, a new avenue.
this week and will live at the "Lob
calling upon old acquaintances. This
underground railway system connect
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Crockett will ster Trap." Mr. Curtis Is one of the
was his first visit here in 27 years.
ing the northern and southern sec vacate the Torrey apartment the first high school teachers.
Frank Pellett and Everett Spauld
tions of the city is nearly completed." of the month and will move to the I Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Joyce have
ing returned to West Upton. Mass,,
Russell Staples apartment, Highland j announced the engagement of their
after spending their vacation here in
The many school activities offer countless opportunities for snapping
Square, recently vacated by Vere daughter Izora to Dr. Arnold Brown.
SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. Pellett's cottage “Nannette."
|
pictures
that
you
will
enjoy
in
years
to
come.
CrockettEveryone here is proud of the boys
Abbie Barter is home from Bucks
Edward Tinney of Quincy, Mass.,
Garden Club members should bear
F there was ever a snapshooter’s little care you can make even the
of the St. George ball team winning
port to visit her mother Mrs. Helen
is at Lindenhurst for a week's vaca ir mind the open meeting this after
paradise, it's school for those who simplest box camera turn out en
the “Bok" prize of $250.
Hutchinson.
tion before returning to dental noon at 3 o^clock at the home of Mr.
r
attend it. It may be a one-room tirely satisfactory pictures.
Edgar Hart who lives alone on the
Miss
Christie
Bray
has
gone
to
school or it may be a great uni Then, how can snapshooting be
college.
and Mrs. Lester Shibles. Beech street.
Martinsville road was found by a
Isle
au
Haut
to
teach
school.
planned?
All
of
It,
of
course,
cannot
versity.
Wherever,
whatever
it
may
Mr. and Mrs. Eino Koljonen and
neighbor Sunday in bad condition ln
be, it's crammed with unbeatable be planned, but many of the most
Robert Spaulding passed the week
two daughters were holiday guests of
his house. Dr. Charles Leach was
important shots can be. Why not
picture possibilities.
end
in
Rockland
and
Thomaston.
relatives in Quincy. Mass.
work
out
a
scenario,
Hollywood
fash

called who found Mr. Hart had a
Yet
we
might
as
well
face
the
fact
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Kennison of
Madam Grace C. Cheney and
of the matter—few snapshooters ion?
broken shoulder.
He was taken to
North
Conway
were
weekend
guests
friend Miss Theresa Freeman remake the most of school's snap First of all, whether school’s Just
Knox
Hospital
for
treatment.
of Mrs. Annie Richards.
turnea to their homes in Massachu
shooting opportunities.
around the corner or a thousand
Mrs. Fannie Morris has closed the
Mrs. Helen Eaton Robbins has been
setts Friday by motor with Lavon
Perhaps they are dazzled by the miles away, you'll want a few good
"Big
Elm" tea room after a success
passing a few days with Mrs. Helen
very wealth of the material at hand. shots of home. Then a view or two
E. Godfrey acting as chauffeur
O matter how much your
ful season. The ice cream depart
back
aches
and
your
nerves
taken
on
the
way
to
school.
Maybe
Moro
likely,
they
assume
that
some

Danielson
in
Rockland.
Madam Cheney has been occupying
scream, your husband, because he
ment will close the last of the week ’
body else is going to take the pic those views seem commonplace now,
one of Rev. Herman Winchenbaugh's
is only a man, can never under
tures. And that’s a fatal mistake. but wait a few years.
Mrs. Albert W. Smith, son James
stand
why
you
are
so
hard
to
live
cottages on Spruce Head Island for
with one week in every month.
For nobody else can see things as
At school, of course, there are the
and daughter. Miss Arlene returned
MARTINSVILLE
the past three months.
Too often the honeymoon ex
you see them. And it’s what you see obvious shots of the buildings, the
Tuesday to their home in West Som- I
press is wrecked by the nagging
Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Wilson have
that means most to you—and to the grounds, new classmates, teachers,
tongue of a three-quarter wife. The
ervllle, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.'
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Chaples and
folks at home, now or years from old friends, sports, picnics, class
returned to their home in Norwell.
wise woman never lets her husband
Aaron W Mont and granddaughters
know by outward sign that she is
now.
family have returned from visiting
ceremonies, and so on. It’s a good
Mass
a victim of periodic pain.
Misses Audrey Jane, and Barbara
The question, then, ls how to make idea to take them so as to form a
relatives in Barre, Vt.
Miss Ethel Holbrook was hostess to
For throe generations one woman
the most of school’s picture possi kind of continued story. Then, when
Ann Mont returned Wednesday to
has
told
another
how
to
go
“
smil

Mr
and
Mrs.
W.
M.
Barbour
and
the bridge club Wednesday evening
ing through” with Lydia E. Pink
bilities. A little planning will do the they are mounted ln your album,
their homes in West Hartford, and
family of Deer Isle were weekend
at her home ln South Thomaston.
ham’s Vegetable Compound. It
trick.
the pictorial story will flow along
Plainville,
Conn., both above parties
helps
Nature
tone
up
the
system,
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
H.
Hupper.
Mrs. Eugene Godfrey, Mrs. Frances
First, about the right camera for evenly.
thus lessening the discomforts from
having been guests of Mrs. Emma
Friends and relatives had a sur
Newhall and Miss Ethel Holbrook
the functional disorders which
school. Any camera will do, provid A really good collection of school
Torrey.
women must endure in the three
ing it Is clean and in good order and pictures is hard to find, as any
prise shower for Miss Li.lian Browr.
taking honors. Late lunch was served.
ordeals of life: 1. Turning from
uses a size of film that is easily school year-book editor will tell
whose marriage to Clyde Stanley
girlhood to womanhood. 2. Pre
paring for motherhood. 3. Ap
available anywhere. If yours has a you. Yet there’s nothing much
Special new low prices on school
takes place this fall. The c uple
Waterproof truck covers and spray
proaching “middle age.”
fast lens and a fast shutter, you’ll easier to take; and few snapshots
togs for boys are being featured at
hoods made to order. Old covers
Don't bo a three-quarter wife,
wire summoned to the Grange on a
have an advantage in taking shots Increase ln value, year after year,
take LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
Lindsey’s, WatU Block, Thomaston.
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
fake errand and greeted by a shower
at sporting events, but such a cam- as surely as those taken at school.
VEGETABLE COMPOUND and
Go '’Spoiling Tiirougiu’*
land Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
*
ol best wishes and gifts. Alter a
106-110
»ra is not at all eaacatlai, With ft
Jsba ?aa Guiidur

“‘For digestion's take—
smoke Camels,’ is a rule
with me. Camels help me
enjoy my food no matter
how tense I may be."
(Signed) LENORE
KIGHT WINGARD,
America’s premiere
mermaid

A

“Camels are different.

They have the mildness I
demand. When I say that
Camels don't frazzle my
nerves it means a lot."
(Signed)

LEE GEHLBACH,
famous test pilot

"Camels? I smoke 'em day
in and day out. M y throat
iseasily irritated,but Cam
els. being so mild, never
have a harsh effect.”
(Signed)
CHARLES CHASE,
locomotive engineer

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
IN A MATCHLESS BLEND
Camels are a matchless blend of finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS Turk
ish and Domestic. The skillful blend
ing brings out the full, delicate flavor
and mildness of these choice tobaccos.

FOL EASY RESULTS
Your mesage is a com
modify . . . whether you
seek a job, the recovery of
a lost article or a room to
rent... a <o nmodlty to be
marketed. Advertising is
the most potent forre in
marketing and Classified
Advertising is a vpc iad
form of marketii-g con
centrating on a directly
interested group of reade. s.
You can call

(^SNAPSHOT CUIL

Phone 770
For a Courier-Gazette Ad-Taker

RITE-BEST
PRINTED STATIONERY

in
HI*.«- ’•*

..... ..w
Style

A

Style

b

I

WOMEN WHO HOLD
THEIR MEN
NEVER LET THEM KNOW
N

This is a fine quality writing paper in greytone or varytone.

Your name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with style
A or B heading
Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black ink.

48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 I -8x4 1 -8
Perfect for your own correspondence and just the thing for glfU.

$1.GO postpaid
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THOMASTON

RODEO REQUIRES BOTH SKILL AND DARING

WARREN

Rite-Best

In Everybody’s Column

». *

I
Advertisements ln this column not to ♦

FOR SALE

Mrs Josephine W. Stone and guest,
Chester O. Wyllie is chairman of
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
W
Mrs. Alice V. Crawford of Pittsfield.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
the men’s supper to be served Thurs- :
tional lines five cents each for one time
DINETTTE SET. for sale, four chairs,
Mrs. Leila W. Smalley. Mrs. Ruby
10 cents for three times. Six small words small occasional chair, parlor wood
day at Montgomery rooms. Chicken I
to a line.
Peabody and Miss Jessie M. Stewart
stove; Victorian bedroom set, braided
pie will be a special on the menu, j
rug. three feather pillows, davenport.
were weekend guests of John Edger
Can be seen Wednesday. Thursday and
Mrs- Chester Wyllie and son Alfred
ton and Harold Goss of New York
I Friday. MRS SCHWARTZ, Union
Wyllie were the guests of Mr. and ;
110-lt
♦
117 A llTTi\
i
city at the Edgerton farm. Cushing.
Mrs. John Lermond and Mr. and Mrs.
i
Tf mi a
|
UPRIOHT PIANO, for sale, pood tone.
There will be a meeting of the La
good condition. MBS SARGENT. 19
Ower. Lermond at North Haven j
108*110
, Purchase St.. City.
dies' Circle of the Baptist Church in
MIDDLE-AGED housekeeper wanted ln
Sunday.
1931 FORD dump truck, for sale, steel
widower
’
s
home.
Plain
cooking.
Older
the vestry Wednesday afternoon. 1
body, good condition Cash, terms or
Thet first meeting of Crescen ,
I children assist with work. 6 WATER ST.. ' trade.
HARBOR GARAOE.
Supper will be served at 6 o'clock by
Thomaston.
109*1121 Tenant’TENANTS
Temple. P S . of the season following
s Harbor. Tel 41-11.
108*110
Mrs. Leila W. Smalley. Mrs. Marie B.
ONE ACRE of land wanted to buy on
COCA
COLA
bbls.
for
sale.
$1
each.
a summer recess was held Friday ;
roadside ln city. FARRELL SAWYER. COCA COLA BOTTLING CO Rockland.
Singer. Mrs. Grace W. Andrews and
690 Old County Road. City.
110*112‘(Tel. 30
evening. Plans for the inspection to
110-112
Mrs. Hilda S. Keyes.
WANTED to buy place of 5 to 15 acres
fall on Friday evening. Sept. 24, with
1935 FORD roadster, for sale, good con
with buildings ln Rockland. Address i dition.
EVERETT FERNALD. City
Another evening session of the
Mrs Hazel Dean of Yarmouth the
FARM, care The Courler-Oazette.
108*110
108*110
Thomaston Garden Club will be held
district deputy grand chief to be
BALDWIN Refrigerator, for sale at 108
Your
name
and
address
printed
HUSBAND
AND
WIFE,
wanted
to
run
!
tat
S
ot
AVE
at the home of Mrs. Mary W. Over
108-110
present in official capacity were made
home-operated grocery agency. Every- 1
on envelopes and paper or mono
lock. Main street, Sept. 23. at 7.33
thing supplied; no money risk Earnings
SAFE 2« a by 4Va feet, for sale. $45.
Fismentary teachers of the towns
gram on sheets, address on enve
up t $200 month ZANOL, 1159 Mon- ! and glass wall case 8 feet long. $15. A
o'clock. The feature of this meeting
mouth. Cincinnati.
110*1t | WIEGAND. Vlnalhaven.
108*110
of Union and Warren will meet Fri
lopes. Black, Blue, Green or
will be the arrangements of autumn
FULL shaggy male kittens, wanted All I GUERNSEY COWS, for sale, grade
Brown ink.
day evening for supper at the home
Tiger or Gray color One all pure white. ' and reg All bred to a son of Langwater.
fruit and foliage, five sprays in a
of Superintendent and Mrs. Frank D.
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
Heavy milkers, high butter fat. WonderBAY VIEW FARM. North Haven. Me
quart Mason jar. Each member is
105*110' ful family cows
Prices
reasonable.
White Deckle Edge
Rowe. Plans for the coming school
ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's Head. Me . Tel.
asked to contribute an arrangement
MIDDLE AGED LADY wants woman to Z92-R
36 folded sheets 4'.x7%
year will be made in the evening fol
106-111
board for winter Apply at MRS H
36 envelopes 4x5' ( square flap
The sixth birthday anniversary of
lowing the supper.
SMALL FARM, for sale Good build
BELYEA'S. Thomaston St_______ 109*111
$1.25 Postpaid
ings sightly location MRS GERTRUDE
Dea Perry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
RANGES and heaters, wanted any STUDLEY. Thomaston. Maine '.09*120
Callers Sunday at the home of Mr
kind Pay good price. HILL DANE. 235
OR
Lawrence Perry, was celebrated Fri- j
end Mrs. Charles Hysler and Mrs.
DINING ROOM FURNITURE, for sale
Main St.
105*116
60 flat sheets 71,ixl0'bed room set, fireplace screen, andirons.
day afternoon at a merry party given
Elizabeth Bickford were Mr and Mrs.
f7osa\,™?L?aL?l"!l8"il5,?™u£hou‘eholtl goods. Apply
50 envelopes 4x7'- square flap
Convalescent Home. 105 Limerock 8t. 21 GROVE ST
at the home of her parents on Gil
109*111
Frank Fuller of Great Neck, L. I.,
$1.50 postpaid
Tel. 1293. EVA AMES
107*109
chrest street. Those present were
6 H P BULL DOG ENGINE, for sale.
and Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller of
PATIENTS wanted to care for tn my VICTOR OINDLE, 105 New County Road.
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
Gertrude Hanley. Virginia and Pa
home MRS C. E. GROTTON. 138 Cam City
Rockland.
109*111
den St.. Tel. 1214-M.
95-tf
White
Vellum
tricia Rose. Mary J. Lakeman. Bea
1928 PONTIAC COACH for sale, good
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills accom- I Square flap envelopes and folded
SMALL
furnished
heated
four-room
tires. TEL Ash Point 375-13.
109-111
RONC busting, steer bulldogging, trick and fancy riding and roping, steer riding, calf roping, relay
trice Lewis, Nancy and Frances Lunt.
apt. wanted by two middle age ladles or
panien by Miss Cora Robinson of
sheets
__ races—all the sports ot the western plains calling for the utmost in skill and daring will be dally
APPLES on trees, for sale. Wolf Rivers,
as boarders ln a refined family. Write
John Spear. Clinton Ccndon. Robert
50 envelopes 4x5'i
Warren, Mrs. Elizabeth Mills and Miss
Red Astrachans. etc . very cheap. TEL.
E B . care The Courler-Oazette
features of the championship rodeo with its 100 cowboys and cowgirls at the Eastern States Exposition
Davis. Paul Simpson. Gay Stetson,
108*110 1 Buckland 793-W after 4 p m
109-11
60 sheets 4\x7\
Doris Hyler of Rockland motored
in Springfield, Mass., from Sept. 19 to 25 inclusive. The rodeo will be presented each evening at the
$1.50 postpaid
end Mrs. Earle Perry and daughter
GIRL, wanted for general housework ' STUDIO COUCH, for salo. $8. twin
Sunday to Costine and on their regrandstand, rain or shine.
Natural fox fur. nearly new $8
MRS POLLSE. 19 Rockland St.. TcL 1 becl
Earline.
109*111
108-W
: turn visited Fort Knox in Prospect, j
110-112 50 MAIN ST.. Thomaston.
PIGS,
for sale, six to eight weeks old;
Miss Mimi Blake of Dedham, and
Members of the faculties of Warren ‘
tlso will buy pigs. MASON JOHNSON.
Cohasset. Mass., was weekend guest of Grafton spent the weekend at the
Tel. 138.
110-113
ELLEN A. MITCHELL
High School and Union High School
SOMERVILLE
Miss Nancy Keene, also of Dedham McKusick cottage at Sebec Lake.
STOVES, bought and sold; also small
were entertained Friday evening at
j x,
au i
„
J trailer for sale $10 C E GROTTON. 138
The little community at Criehaven dinner at the home of Superintendent
and this town.
Mrs. John Creighton and daughter
Mr. and Mrs Charles Cappers and , Camden st.. Tel 12 4-M
;o7-tf
was
saddened
once
more,
when
on
Miss
Katherine
Creighton
and
son
daughter
Marjorie
accompanied
by
i second-hand furniture, for sale.
Mr. and Mrs Laurence Perry left
and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe, following
Sept. 5. it received word ot the pass- which plans for the school year
Daniel Leighton of South Hope called Sum’sDane0®" flXtU M5*n6
Saturday for Hartford. Conn., where John Creighton of Ashburnham.
' iiig of Ellen wife of Peter Mitchell were made. Present were Walter
they are guests for a few days of Miss Mass., and Thomaston, spent Friday
upon relatives in town Sunday. Mr
guaranteed HOUSE paint, for tale
at the home of her sister in Rockland, Gay. principal and Miss Eleanor
in Portland.
Leighton a former resident of this | ~S193 a®1 Bed Barn Paint, $105 gal
May Jones.
Freight
paid on 7 gallons or more JOHN
. where she had been taken the day Goodwin, assistant of Warren High
tewn is ln his nineties.
H DURGIN PAINT CO. 40 West St..
Mrs. Warren Gamage. who has
Miss Lena Shorey. who has been
105*110
before in the Coast Guard boat that School. Principal and Mrs Willie m
Lawrence Grover who has been Blcdeford, Maine. Tel. 718.
spending the summer vacation with been with her sisters. Mrs. Minnie H.
j the few hours left for her could be Thomas and the ass'slants. Miss Mil
. „ _
,
...
the ATWOOD LEVENSALER Property,
Newbert
and
Miss
Edna
Hilt,
the
traveling
With
circuses
this
summer
23
Knox
Street,
Thomaston,
for
sale,
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
• relieved of pain. She was attended dred Merrifield and Miss Electa Cor
is spending some time with his f[lc£. icasonBble. Apply to F. D. elShorey. returned to Portland Mon past three weeks, during the illness
..
u
LIOT. Thomaston.
98-tf
' by Dr. Weisman and her sister-in- son of Union High School
mother Mrs. Ida Grover.
day to resume her teaching duties in' and death of their father. Peter E.
Your name and address printed
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD. Tenant'alaw,
who
did
everything
humanly
Hilt returned to her home in South
The one half mile of road con
Clj de Plummer of Damariscotta Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house,
on sheets and envelopes only
the public schcols.
' possible to ease her suffering. She
,, .
.
.fine condition, lights, bath, living spring
Bristol Thursday.
structed at Noith Warren has been
called
upon H. E Brown and family In cellar. Large lot. shade trees, etc.
PATRICIAN
Twenty-two members of the Friend
passed quietly away Sunday night
labor Dav
Frlce attractive.
GRANVILLE BACHcompleted, and work has commenced
The freshman reception will be held
White Laid
ly Club were entertained at the sum
'
ELDER. Tel. 16-12, Tenant's Harbor.
after eight years of agony, only those
Black. Blue, Brown, Green Ink
on
the
mile
stretch
staked
out
on
the
Friday
in
Andrews
gymnasium
at
7.30.
Among
those
who
enter
Erskine
_
_____
_______________________
97-tf
mer home of Mrs. Rose Watts. Bel
who attended her can*realize the pain
60 folded sheets 4:l,x7xi
Academy from this town are Waneta ' _ lumber siding. Matched Board*.
Miss Mary E. McPhail was hostess
mont. Mass.. Thursday evening. Pic
'she patiently b.^e. begging death to Camden road.
10 envelopes 1x5'.
, _
—
., , 1 Berry Crates. Mill Wood, for sale. L. A.
The Union road has been tarred ao
Gudoen. Hazel Brown. Oeorge Light ( Packard rf.d. Thomaston Me. Tel.
nic supper was served at 6.15 and the Sunday at >a supper party attended
i release her.
OR
far
as
the
Martha
Jones
place
in
nnd Leroy Grotton. Evelyn and Vlr-' Rot>[land 446
105-tf
by Miss Mary Nicholson of Cambridge.
evening was spent socially,
1 She had been devotedly cared for.
60 flat sheets 6'2Xl0'i
Pleasantvilla, from Union toward
ginia light will return for their sec-1 and^a.ToVXpl^lceS'ftah.’cMta of
John Singer, who has been spend Mass. who is spending the summer
beside her family, by her niece Dor40 envelopes 4x6 ■>,
Warren.
various sizes.
Write for particulars.
end year.
ing the summer with his mother. with relatives here and n Rockland;
Postpaid S1.J5
i othy. since early March, until it be
1 HENRY A. THORNDIKE. Newport. R I
The grouD nt ladies enjoying their
use.
the
laundry,
baths
and
sham

Mrs. Charles W Singer, returned to Mrs. John Chisholm of Rockland.
Vaughan
Peaslee
and
Omer
Brann
,
came
necessary
for
her
to
enter
the
__________
105-tf
poos Today, every one of you can
r.nnual ten days outing at the Var.nali
GRAYTONE TWEED
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
Boston Sunday to resume his studies Mrs Percy E Demmons, Mrs. Albert
are
going
to
attend
school
at
Cony
have a completely automatic and hospital for treatment three weeks cottage. Martin's Point. Friendship,
Vellum
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
silent hot water service operated by
at the Bentley School of Accounting P. Heald and Miss Sarah E. Linnell.
lr. Augusta.
ago. Her sister and daughter then
980. STONINOTON FURNITURE CO
60 folded sheets 4-'.x7%
includes Mrs. Herbert Waltz, Mrs.
gas,
for
there
is
a
type
of
heater
to
Miss Jeanette Henry went to Gor
Mrs. Amos S. Mills was hostess to
cared for her. when it became neces
Eunice and Grace French are con-1
40 envelopes 1x5 U
suit every family’s needs and purse
Charles Young Mrs. Susie Philbrook
ham Sunday where she will attend the Thomaston Garden Club which A smart new number, as they say sary to bring her where she could
fined
to the house by illness.
$»
OR
and Mrs. Olive Brazier and Mrs Inez
State Normal School, her uncle Frank was held at her home on Main Street. in cloak and suit circles, is the table have medical care constantly.
♦
60 flat sheets 6!ixI0%
Miss
Inez
Brann
of
Augusta
spent
Libby,
all
of
Warren.
Mrs.
Alpheus
40 envelopes 4x6%
She was born Ellen A Swenson.
Lineken and sister Miss Elizabeth Thursday evening. Mrs Richard O. top style which fits right into your
«
the
weekend
here
guest
of
her
mother
kitchen and provides an extra work
Jones cf Thomaston and Miss Flora
> Postpaid $1.25
Henry motoring there to take her.
Elliot gave a most interesting talk on ing surface. It is white enamel with daughter of Andrew and Anna Swen
Leola Emery.
Fish of E-jikli.r.d.
Mr and Mrs. John Hewett went to "Trees of Thomaston" beginning with a chrome top and ia not only a son in Gloucester, October. 1884. Her
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
Recent guests of Mr. ant Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Minot Bowman of accordion
lessons at your home. $1.
Presque Isle Monday where they will the discovery of the town by Capt. snappy piece of equipment, but gives father was lost at sea before her birth
C.
A LUNDELL. Friendship.
94*96-tf
Austin
M.
M-xi'.
were
Mr
am,'
Mrs.
South
Carolina
were
in
town
Monday
gallons of hot water per hour.
Her mother remarried to Karl An
be guests of Dr. and Mrs. Charles A. George Weymouth up to the present
WATCHMAKER Repairing
watches,
Harry Sr i'arn of Portland.
calling on friends.
derson and the family went to the
clock-*. antiques all kinds. Call and de
DeCosta for a week
day with a plea for the protection
Guests Thursday of Mr and Mrs.
Thomaston Contract Club held Fri
Clyde Tuttle of South China was liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames
island where they have since resided.
Mrs. Lillian Gilchrest of Spring- and conservation of our trees. This
ROCKLAND,
ME.
bury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
105-tf
Charles Hysler were their nephew
day afternoon.
a business caller at H. E. Brown's
Services were held from her home
field, Mass . who is visiting Mrs. Eben was followed by a tree recognition
CIDER MILL starts Sept. 24 and runs
Frederick Cookson and friend of
• • • •
recentlyFridays and Tuesdays. Sweet cider 25c
Wednesday. Rev. Mr. Bowsfleld of the
Alden, was guest Saturday of Mrs. test during which twenty-six different
Rochester. N. H.
gal; also 10 tons blue Joint grass for
Peter
E.
Hilt
Mrs
Marion
Light
and
children
Seacoast
Mission
in
Bar
Harbor
read
Gecrge W. Ludwig.
leaves from Thomaston trees were
sale, cheap SIMONTON. Rockville
CUSHING
Mrs. Howard Hagar returned Sun
109-111
v.ere calling upon her mother Airs.
Mrs. M. G. Driscoll of Jamaica i shown. During a social hour Mrs.
Funeral services for Peter E Hilt, ; the service. Surrounded by beautiful day to her home in Bingham, after
YARN—We are prepared to make your
flowers
she
so
loved,
and
by
those
who
Leola
Emery
Sunday.
Misses
Elizabeth
Ferguson
apd
Plain. Mass., was a weekend guest of Mills served hot chocolate. The next 83. were held from the residence of
wool Into yarn. Write for prices. Also
being the guest of Mrs. Austin M.
for sale H A BARTLETT. HarMr. and Mrs Edward Hastings.
Mrs. Bessie Hisler called upon Al ■ yarn
meeting will be held at the home of a daughter. Mrs. Minnie H. Newbert. loved her, she ”’4J laid away beslae j Moody at the Moody cottage on the Polly Ballard of Woodbridge. Conn.,
’ 107*118
mony. Maine.
her mother in the little cemetery by I Georges River.
who were at the Street farm for a pheus Brown Thursday afternoon.
Charles M. Starrett. who has been Mrs. Fred J. Overlock, on Main
. , .
2
*
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
on Wadsworth street Thursday after j the sea—just as she wished it to be.
enjoying ten days' vacation, has re Street. Sept. 23.
Miss Waneta Peaslee of Augusta . no
work
- P"'ntin«
. w
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker spent few weeks, have returned to their
$V
rTz»1 A><«*>*>of all kinds. Call a
1ACK
105-tf
noon with the Rev. H. S. Kilborn offi Beside her husband and daughter, sh»
homes after visiting Bar Harbor Au- who has been real sick at the home GRAY. Tel 8533
sumed his duties as assistant cashier
Capt. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt and son.
the weekend at Greenville with Mr.
is survived by two young grand
gusta. Boothbay. Rangeley and other Of j,cr parents \ir. and j^rs Ernest land Hair store. 24 E’.m stAiaii oiders
at the Thomaston National Bank.
Willard, of Cape Cottage. Capt. and ciating. He was born in St. George.
and Mrs. Abbott Spear. Ronald Ab
rfollclted. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
much better
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kalloch of Mrs. Cyrus Hilt, of St. George. Mr. July 1, 1854. son of Charles A and daughters Catherine and Beverly; a bott. the son of Mr. and Mrs Barker places in the State. Miss Ballard is Pcaslee
105-tf
sister.
Agnes,
and
brothers.
John,
a
student
nurse
at
the
New
Haven
Portland spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Tolman, and Mr. Jan- M. (Swift) Hilt. Mr. Hilt was a
spen the weekend with his grand
Miss Rich of Rockland, home dem
Kalloch's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur and Mrs. John Marshall, of Warren. retired iime kiln tender and had made Raymond and Charles and a step parents. Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Barker hospital and Miss Ferguson a stu- onstration agent of 4-H Club was in
— - «t
father. Her demise will be especially
j dent in Yale.
D. Kalloch.
] in Union.
♦
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fuller. Mrs. A F his home in this town for the past
town
Friday
afternoon
and
looked
felt, as it was she who always was
Mr. and Mrs. Merle D. James, over the work of the members. Five
Mrs. Grace D Payson, who has been Sherman and Charles Herrick, of
$
Mr and Mrs. Chester E. A. Starrett
spending the summer at her farm in Camden. Mrs. Jessie Woodcock. 52 years. He had been a member called u- ndm.nister to the sick about and daughter. Miss Helen Starrett, daughters Gwendolyn and Betsy, received their pins and ribbons for
♦ - *
FURNISHED Apartment, to let, for the
Cushing, has moved to the upstairs Albert and Llewellyn Harriman, of cf the Baptist Church for 60 years her. D?epes; sympathy is extended returned Sunday to their home in who have been at the Rockwell cot- their work. They met at the home
winter at 21 TALBOT AVE.. Tel. 8-R
apartment in Mrs. E. K. Winchen- Cushing, were in town Thursday ' and was a member of Orient Lodge, to the iami.v and they in return sin Providence. R I., after spending the tag?. B’.rd Point for the past few of tbe president, Vaughan Peaslee.
110-112
bach s house, corner of Knox and afternoon to attend the funeral A F.A-A.M. He is survived by three cerely aopreewt- the many acts of summer at the Starrett summer weeks, returned to their home in Mrs. Peaslee served refreshments.
FOUR ROOMS, to let. partly furnished.
kindness
during
her
illness
and
rert
reasonable
TEL.
1199-W
110-lt
East Aurora, N. Y.. Saturday. Dur
Elliot streets. Her sister. Mrs. A. L. services of Peter E. Hilt.
| daughters. Mrs. Warren Gamage of death. The following lines are a fit home They were accompanied as far
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hager of THREE furnished rooms to let for light
ing their stay ln town they purchased
Cameron, who has been with her the
Union called at the home of Mrs houskeeping, with private bath. 65
Mrs. H. Frank Greene and son. South Bristol, Mrs. Minnie H. New- ting tribute, written by a nephew as Boston by Douglas Starrett. who
NORTH MAIN ST
110-tf
the Grace Payson farm formerly
past month, has returned to Boston Spencer D Greene, of Barnstable.
will
attend
the
Bentley
School
of
Caro Turner recently.
i bert and Miss Edna Hilt of this who will miss her much.
SECOND floor furnished Apt., heated
Fred Jealous and Walter Rowson Mass., were luncheon guests Friday of I
Accounting and Finance in Boston. 1 known us the Bradford Point farm,
•
108*110
Miss Gertrude Hisler has gone to | to let at 14 MASONIC ST.
ship sails east and one sails west.
of East Braintree, Mass., who has Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Demmons, en I town; an adopted son. Pearlie L. Hall One
Miss Marguerite Haskell returned which they plan to occupy summers Union to stay with her sister Mrs [ HEATED furnishfd apartment to let.
As the self same breezes blow
three rooms and bath adults only. R B.
been hls guest for a week, went to route to Bar Harbor.
of this town; seven grandchildren, It Isn't the winds, but the set of the home Friday from Boston where she hereafter and to make their perma- ■
186 No Main St Tel. 755-M
sails
r.cnt home after their daughters are Jessie Hilt and attend Union High MAGUNE.
Brunswick a few days ago. returning
had
been
the
guest
of
her
sister
Miss
Philip
H.
Newbert,
Phyllis.
Nathalie,
,_______________________________ 108-110
That
send
them
where
they
go.
William Harrison Hewins. 3rd. who
School.
through college.
early to Bcwdoin College for football has been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Robert and James Hall of this town,
Beatrice Haskell, for a few days.
COZY, furnished five-room house, to
Not the winds of the air. or the way
Mrs Beulah Tobey visited with let. on Spruce Head Island, available
practice.
Dr.
Benson
of
Roslindale,
Mass
,
Mrs.
Janet
Robinson
and
son
of
the
fates
Sept. 8; suitable for summer cottage or
William T. Flint, on Knox Street. Joseph W. and Albion Gamage of As we Journey along through life.
Marion Brow’n Thursday.
Mrs. Mabel Downes of North Attle for the past several days, returned Scuth Bristol
year-round dwelling; rent very reason
The bearers were But the will of the soul, decides the George have moved to Bangor. The has purchased the Jessie Smith farm
able. TEL Rockland 793-W after 4 p m.
Mrs.
Bessie
Rogers
and
son
Lonnie
boro. and son Kenneth Downes of to his home in Falmouth, Mass _.
goal
and
plans
to
move
here
in
the
near
Robinson
home
has
been
bought
by
__________________________________ 106-tf
. .
.
. _, , ,
_ .
i Edgar A. Ames. Aaron A Clark. Le- And not the winds or the strife.
cf
Windsor
were
business
callers
here
future.
Brookline. Mass, arrived Saturday Sundav.
Benjamin Starrett.
THREE ROOM apartment, to let; *hed;
I
And now that I alone at sea
Saturday.
all
modern conveniences. MRS MINNIE
and are visiting her sister and hus- j Miss Lizzie Levensaler. Dr. Lucy , ro-v Seekins and AlpheuE Jones' aI1 In my boat, free from care and misery
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bailey of
Miss Lillian Russell spent the week
MIES
Cl Ocean St.
• 109-111
My
sail
unfurled,
my
sea
ls
calm
band. Mr. and Mrs. J. Murray.
end in New Harbor with Miss Harriet Pilot Point have returned to their
Mrs. Della Bates and son Melvin
Spear and Mrs. Helen Smith won members of Orient Lodge. Burial was With my Master above my Destiny.
THREE apartments, to let, two fur
Miss Mabelle Brown of Portsmouth. top scores at the meeting of the ' made in the Thomaston cemetery.
home in Melrose. Mass., after much of Waterville visited her sister. Mrs. nished and one unfurnished. Good con
Smith.
[Communicated]
dition. rent low
F L. SHAW. 47 No.
N. H., spent Sunday with her parents,:
Miss Shirley Payson. R.N.. of Port entertaining at their attractive sum Kenneth French over Labor Day.
Main St . Tel 422-R
109-tf
Capt. and Mrs. John Brown.
land is spending a several days leave mer heme.
Mrs Jennie Brooks and son Robert STORAGE room, to let. for furniture,
etc J H MELVIN. 21 Gay St
OLDSMOBILE OPENS NEW CUSTOMER DRIVEAWAY BUILDING
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Potter. Mr. of Oakland spent Sunday as guest of stove*,
Mr. and Mrs Walter J. Henry of
of absence from her duties at the
TeL 273-W
106-tf
Maine General Hospital Portland, and Mrs Austin of East Haven. Conn.' her father. Edwin French.
Winchester. Mass., who have been
UPSTAIRS tenement, to let; low’ price
with her father and mother, Mr. and are at the Flint cottage for a few
Miss Gracie Brann of Virginia is rent, flush closet, lights LAWRENCE
visiting relatives here and in Rock
692-M. Rankin St., City.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Ernest Peas MILLER.
Mrs. Virgil Payson, the latter enjoy j weeks.
land the past week, returned home
________ _________________________ 106-tf
Miss Carrie Wallace has completed lee and calling upon other relatives
ing an eighteen day vacation from her
Sunday. They were accompanied by
SECOND FLOOR apt. to let. opposite
J A. Jameson store, hot water heat with
I her work at W. F. Flint's helping here.
work at Pownal.
Mrs. Henry's mother. Mrs. John Mc
oil burner C A HAMILTON. 29 ChestWalter Perry who spent the sum I care fcr Nancy Bushnell.
Mrs. Nettie Dodge called upon nut St.. Tel 986-J
109 tf
Coy. who will be their guest, and by
EXCEPTIONAL apartment. 37 Limerock
Herbert Morse ls driving a new Mrs Alpheus Brown Sunday morning
mer with his parents. Mr and MrsMiss Elizabeth McCoy, who was re
St . for home or combination with office
Arthur L. Perry returned to Port Buick. and with his wife and sister
8everal from this vicinity attended or
turning to Chicago, 111., after &
business, also apartment at 37 *2
Limerock St.. 7 rooms.’bath, furnace,
I
Mrs.
Fannie
Stokes
is
at
the
home
Windsor
Pair
Monday.
land,
Monday
to
resume
his
studies.
month's vacation.
etc. Apply MRS COPPING. 39 Limerock
j
of
their
mother
Mrs.
Mary
Morse.
Mrs. Alton Wincapaw. Mrs. Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Beane were SL_______________
107-110-T-tf
Mrs- William Belasco. who has
Jewell and daughter of Portland are Mrs. Stokes plans to soon visit friends business visitors in Waldoboro re- i Large furnished room, to let, with
been visiting her daughter and her
bath $4 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Perry. in Wells, before returning to her cently.
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman F.
8L. Tel. 330.
94-tf
A stated meeting of Ivy Chapter. home in Reading. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Brown and
Wotton in Lynn, Mass., for the past
Four room tenement to let at 38 MeWilliam McNama;? nnd cousin family were Sunday callers in Jef chanlc St MRS. W S. KENNISTON.
OE.S.. will be held Friday evening
week, returned home Monday.
176 Main St , Tel 874-W._________ 94-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hascall of Miss Mary Harley ar entertaining ferson.
Mr and Mrs. Alvah J. Lineken mo
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let.
Auburn were callers Saturday at the relatives from Dorchester. Mass.
Apply W. J. ROBERTSON, Lumber Yard
tored to Skowhegan Sunday where
Thomaston
105-tf
Josenhinc Wing of Few York city,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby.
they were guests of their daughter
LINCOLNVILLE
STEAM heated office to let. central
has
gone
to
Camden
to
visit
friends
Miss
Winnie
Winslow.
Miss
Lizzie
and her husband. Mr. and Mrs. Fran
location. TeL 13S.
105-tf
Mrs. L. S. Russ, Mrs. Effie Dickey
Winslow. Mrs. Oliver Libby, of War after being a guest at H. L. K'.lleran's.
cis Friend.
FOUR-room apartment to ieL all
A H. Clson and B. S. Oeyer are re and Mrs. Dora Moody were hostesses modern Apply nt Camden & Rockland
ren. Mrs. Alice Robbins of Union
Miss Harriet Wilson resumed her
Water Co.. Tel. 634.
105-tf
and Mrs. Laura Hastings of South pairing the buildings on the Payson to a dinner party on Friday evening i
out ies in the office of John Bird
Hope motored to the French-Robbin place recently purchased by Mr. in honor of the Stewart and John
Company in Rockland this morning
ln South Hope recently where they James and are making improvements son families at the “Bell View" Camp
after a week's vacation.
at Millers Corner. An informal pro
were dinner guests of Mrs Emma around the place.
Dr and Mrs. Albert Bernard of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawreston Creamer gram was given on the lawn and
No: wood of Warren.
Portland were weekend guests of Dr.
Mrs. Amy Fuller has returned from were guests of their daughter. Mrs. readings by Johannna and Ethel
and Mrs. Waldo A. Clapp at their
Rockland
where she was a guest of Riley Davis, Pleasant Point, over the 1 Johnson. Remarks by Mrs. Doris
home on Main street.
Stewart, stories by Mrs. Moody. S. A.
her daughter. Mrs. George Law at In weekend.
Miss Marjorie Bumps who has been
WE BUY
Nutt and Ernest Mahoney, several
graham
Hill.
Visiting her aunt Mrs. Walter B.
Above arc shown new Oldsmobilcs stored in Lansing for personal delivery. This modern
choice
selections
were
given
on
the
Orange production has increased
Willey for the past several days, left
the huge garage which forms an important part garage provides room for 80 Oldsmobiles. Inset
AND SILVER
Special new low prices on school more than 150 percent during the piano by Miss Johnson and a fine !
for her home in Washington, D. C..
of Oldsmobile’s new Customer Driveaway shows the attractive reception room where
CLARENCE
E. DANIELS
radio
program
by
George
Stewart.
A
•
togs for boys are being featured at past twenty years. -Consumption of
Building. Each of these cars, especially built Oldsmobile receives out-of-town visitors who
Saturday morning.
JEWELER
treat of candy was served by Mrs. 1
come to Lansing to take delivery of their own
to
the
specific
requirements
of
an
individual
Lindsey's,
Watts
Block.
Thomaston.
apples
has
not
increased
with
in

Mr. and Mrs. Forest W. Stone,
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
f *
purchaser, is awaiting the owner's ^arrival in new cars.
creases in population in recent years, Dora Moody,
109-110
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock and Forest
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Every-Other-Day
Mrs. Carolyn B. Shaw and Mrs. i
Winifred Fales moved Saturday to j
their Park street home from Coopers
Beach.

THE SAUNTERER

AT POLAND SPRING

Maine Women’s Club Hold
ing Fall Session — Maude
Now that two full-rigged sailing
Clarke Gay Presiding
A. B. Crocker

Mrs. John Farber has returned to
her home In New York.

ships have finished a voyage from
Members of the Thimble Club met j
The fall conference of the Maine
Newport R. I., to Bermuda for a
Prof, and Mrs. Rollin H. Tanner
and party who have had Horton's foi sewing last night with Mrs. Philip
prize, a slight interest has been Federation of Women's Clubs today
“Camp Bonito" since last June left Thomas. The next meeting will be at
aroused in regard to sailing ships and Wednesday at the Poland Spring j
Friday for their home in New York. Mrs. Minnie Cross’.
They sailed from Newport, Aug. 26 House will be a real get-together for
They were so well pleased with Maine
T. C. Stone and family who have
and after 660 miles, arrived at St. Da the club women of the State. The
they have engaged the camp for an been occupying the Dorothy Law
vid's Light, Bermuda, Sept. 6. The , meeting is a month earlier than usual |
other season.
rence house on Summer street are
second ship had a time allowance of because of the New England Confer
moving to the L. E. McRae house on 1
Mrs. S. W. Delano entertained Sat- Eroadway. The McRaes will be at'
11 minutes, and so claimed the race ence meeting on the following days at
] urday night at an informal dinner
the Country Club for the winter.
by one minute over the first ship the same place and, as plans are not
at her home on Franklin street. The
| which had a win of 10 minutes yet completed for the year's work,
I guests included Mrs. C. F. Vogel
Mrs. Nancy Brown of Waltham.
elapsed time. The captain of Ship the sessions will be more brief than
The Frank H. Bickfords, who have (Edith Jean) of New York and Mass., matron of the Leland Home in 1 entered a profest, claiming that is the usual custom. This will give the
spent the season at Beechmere, their Friendship, Miss Sue Jean of Boston that city, who has been visiting her
{ Ship 2 did not cross the finish line
beautiful summer home on the Bel and Miss Lotte McLaughlin.
members an opportunity for social
brother Henry H. Payson, returns
within the required five miles East
fast road, left this morning, enroute
home today.
•
contacts as well as to meet new offi
from St. David's Light. The deto their home at Oreat Neck, Long
Members of the Christmas Sewing
It
’
s
shirts
wc
’
rc
talking
about
to

cers,
directors and chairmen.
Mrs. Flora A. Marsh, who has been
Icision was left to the referee, and
Island, N. Y.
Club and husbands met Thursday
day. The shirts in which smart
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay of Waldo
visiting
her
sister
Mrs.
I.
J.
Gray,
what
a
sea
story
that
would
make!
night with Mayor and Mrs. Leforest
I have read many stories of sail boro, elected president last June, will
America will do its reading this
Mr. and Mrs. George Porter of A. Thurston for picnic supper. Games has returned to New Castle, Del.
ing ships written by occupants of the preside at her first meeting. Mrs.
fall . . . the patterns and collars
Boston are the guests of Mrs. Porter’s were enjoyed during the evening.
Mrs Juliette Lundeen of North
fo’c'sle, particularly those by “Pardmother, Mrs. A. L. Vose.
Carolina who is summering at Ginn's that are going to tell a fast mov ner." a Courier-Gazette correspond- Eva C. Mason of Dover-Foxcroft.
A banquet and reception will be
Point, Crescent Beach entertained at ing world that you haven't slowed | ent. and Dana who wrote “Two Years first vice president, will preside at
Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Minnie Wil given Thursday night for Hector G
the presidents' banquet Tuesday eve
a Southern chicken dinner Sunday
down a bit
Before the Mast." In the golden,
son and daughter. Miss Harriet Wil Staples, Department Commander of
ning, at which Miss Emily Louise
Her guests were Mr. and Mrs. Leland
olden days when sailing ships held
son were guests Monday of their Maine. American Legion. An invita
Plumley, president, Mrs. Harry W.
Blackington, Bob Blackington, Mr
Now we realize that you may not
the
supremacy
of
the
seas,
the
crews
cousin, Miss Lucy Walker.
tion ts extended to the Legion Aux and Mrs. Edward Baxter and son j
Smith, vice president, Mrs. James C.
iliary. All those planning to attend Edward, Mr. and Mrs- Ernest Ginn, I need shirts as you flip the pages of j were quartered for'ard in the fo’c'sle; earmark, secretary-treasurer, and
thp
tfficers
and
passengers
in
the
C. M. Bonzey and family, who have please notify Mrs. Bernice Jackson as
this paper. You’ll change your
Mrs. Philip H. Tirrel, auditor, all offi
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel. Miss Anne
cabins aft. In many modern steam
been occupying one of the Duncan soon as possible.
mind, though, if you'll allow us to
cers of the New England Conference
Anderson
of
Foxboro.
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
ships this is reversed; the crews are
cottages at Holiday Beach for the past
will be guests of the Federation.
flip
open
a
few
boxes
and
let
the
Lundeen's two children, Greta and
quartered in the fo’c'sle and the
six weeks, have returned to East
Miss Frances S. Phyper of Oberlin,
Mrs. Mason will preside and will
Eric.
patterns
take
you
by
the
hand
and
officers and passengers in the cabins
Boston.
Ohio and party of friends who have
introduce the directors who in turn
for'ard.
beer, at one of the Horton camps the
A party consisting of Mr and Mrs.; do the rest of the selling.
will call upon the club presidents
• • • •
Educational Club members are asked
past season have returned to their John Luke, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phil
in their districts to give brief talks.
Now
that
Uncle
Sam
has
taken
to report as a mlmimum one new
All new
brook. Mr. and Mrs Elmer Teel Mr.
homes.
A special feature will be the vocal
charge,
the
crews
will
have
cabins
member secured with five renewals
and Mrs. Edward Baxter and Mr. and |
with shower baths, etc., and a raise solos by Mrs. Lydia Storer. former
at (the next picnic, to be held in
Mrs. Franz M. Simmons ls a patient Mrs. Harry Levensaler had dinner at I
$1.65-$2.00
of pay As usual, “Jones will pay the president of the Rubinstein Club.
Thomaston 2 to 8 p. m. Friday, Sept.
at the Eye and Ear Infirmary in Beach Inn Friday evening, later atfreight."
The C.I.O. controls the Rockland, accompanied by Mrs. Faith
Sleeve lengths in
24, with Mrs. Foster Fales, Elm street,
tending the movies at a local theatre.
Portland for eye treatment.
sea;
the
AF.O.L.
control the land, G. Berry, first vice president of the
hostess. Discussion: What are causes
WHITE
SHIRTS
and
John
Q.
Public
is "between the Maine Federation of Music Clubs.
Mrs.
Leila
F.
Benner
entertained
at
for church organizations alleged lack
Mrs Raymond Roblshaw and son
Er. John Smith Lowe, who has a
devi' and the deep sea.”
32 to 36
a family dinner party. Saturday eve
of power to lesson group evils?
John have returned from Boston.
summer home at Bristol, will be the
In
1842
Charles
Dickens
came
from
ning. those present being her three
What activities would most surely
Liverpool to Boston ln a Cunard Buest speaker Wednesday morning,
brothers, George S. Wardwell of East
disarm Satan?
Mrs. Roland Seavey has gone to
steamship but his return journey 'He was former pastor of the Church
Weymouth, Mass.. John and Arthur
was made in a sailing ship from New of th® Redemption in Boston and
Miss Anna Richardson. Miss Corice Boston for medical treatment.
Wardwell of Rockland and her sister,
York and he had a wonderful time.!has been connected for many years
NEW
SUITS
Thomas. Miss Frances Snow and Har
Mrs. E. B. Ingraham of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Chapman have re
Read "American Notes" for the story. with church work ln Canada and
old Leach left Sunday for Worcester,
one sister. Mrs. Harriet Levensaler
turned to their home in West Vir
i
The first sea story that I remember, j Japan. His subject will be "Our InNEW
TOPCOATS
Mass., where they will be guests of
being absent, having recently moved
ginia after passing a pleasant vaca
written by a passenger, was in the J heritance and Our Hope," in keeping
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Snow.
to Cambridge. Mass. The occasion of
tion at "Camp Reposo" in Cushing.
old
Fourth Reader (vintage of 18661 j with the theme of the conference
NEW
SWEATERS
the party was the birthday of the
entitled "A Day at Sea" by N. P. j "Faith With the Past, Courage for
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Roberts, Misses
hostess, and a handsome birthday
Wollaston Weeks of Damariscotta
Nancy. Barbara and Grace Roberts
Willis. The language is fine of course,' the Future."
cake was one of the features of the
and Mrs. C. A. Brown were recent was a recent business visitor in the dinner. Many remembrances and
as the writer was from Maine. He
guests at the Cabaret Restaurant, city.
was on a brig bound for France and
SOUTH THOMASTON
cards were received, and the evening
had not seen a sail for five days when
Broadway, at 49th street, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Richardson and was happily spent with games and
James Hopkins, son of Mr. and
the cry came, “A sail!”
son. Floyd, spent the weekend at Lis music.
A large English ship, man-of-war, Mrs. Ed. Hopkins of this place, was j
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Griffin, Mrs.
bon Falls with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Miss Georgia L. Howe of Allston.
Margaret Rackliffe and Miss Virginia
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME j was sailing between Halifax and Fal married Sept, 12 in Boston to Miss'
Pike.
Mass., is house guest of her aunt and
Snow Rackliffe spent the weekend and
mouth, England All the afternoon Eleanor Rock of Malden,
they sailed along together, so near
Mrs- Wlnnifred Farrington of
holiday in St. Stephen, N. B.. Calais,
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Shattuck uncle, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Daniels,
they could hear the half-hour bells, i Athol, Mass., and Mrs. Dorothy MatTalbot
avenue
for
an
indefinite
time.
and other places.
end daughter and two sons are at
commands of the officers and bos'n , son and children of Gardner. Mass.,
Camp Comfort, Cushing for two
WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Freeman and
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Norton have
whistle. “We parted at sunset; and 1 have returned to their homes after
weeks, before returning to their home son Junior. Francis Freeman and
returned from a week's motor trip to
I felt as if we had lost friends. We spending a month at Mrs. Lizzie
in Massachusetts.
Mrs. George Thompson, Miss Betty
Milter. Lawry were guests of Mr. and
Jonesport and Newport, where they
were once more ‘alone on the wide, i Wiggln's.
Mrs- Reddington Miller. East Waldo Thompson and George Thompson. Jr. wide sea'
Those Maine boys cer- ' Miss Dorothy Ripley came from
visited relatives.
Miss Mabel Stover spent the week boro. Sunday. While there Master
have closed their summer home at tainly know how to write.
I Portland Wednesday to spend a
end
with
Miss
Chrlstol
Cameron
at
Earie was taken to see his great great
Mrs. Cora L. Haraden and father
Longfellow made several trips to month's vacation with her parents)
Back
Cove
and
returned
to
Convent,
giandmother Mrs. Lucretia Kaler.
Elden S. Simmons. Mary and Leona Holiday Beach.
Europe in sailing ships, first in 1826 Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ripley after whiCh
N. J.
Wellman and Earl McMahon, visited
at the age of 19; with his first wife { she will go to Montpelier, Vt., to reMr. and Mrs. John Pierce of Som
Donald, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Cadillac Mountain Sunday and also
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenlaw of jn 1842. and ,ast voyage ln 186g which sume her former position there as
erville. Mass., were weekend guests Spear, celebrated his eighth birthday
called on Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. of Mr. Pierce's grandparents Mr
Thursday by entertaining a few of Winthrop have been guests of Mr was by steamship. His journals give housekeeper for Mrs. Charles Parker,
Manchester at Northeast Harbor. and Mrs. Frank Hewett, Camden
an account of those voyages.
I Schools here opened Monday with
tfie neighborhood children at his and Mrs. George Greenlaw• • • •
! Mrs. Arlene Hopkins as teacher ln
street. Mr. Pierce has been employed home on North Main street. Games
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Ludwig are on
Members of W I N. Club motored
I was surprised in reading James the primary grades and Stanley Gay
as park naturalist at Cadillac Mt.
were
played
and
a
dainty
lunch
'
to Spruce Head Thursday night,
a trip to California.
Russell Lowell’s works to find a ' of Rockland in the grammar grades.
served featuring birthday cake. The
where they had supper at Rockledge
Mrs. Celia Gross and Miss Jessie chapter “At Sea.” It is so good I am J Joseph Norton of Brighton, Mass..
Mrs. Eliza Plummer was in Port little guests wdre: Linwood Curry.
Inn, ln place of the regular meeting. land to see the G.A.R. veterans, their
“The sea was meantjo be has been in town the past week mak
William Pinkerton. Barbara Grover, L. Keene have resumed their teach- cIU0,ir‘e
,
.
, , , looked at from the shore. Byron ing repairs on his home.
attendants, department officers and Dcnald Kelsey. Jr., Teddy Sylvester.1 ing duties at Gorham
Normal School. talkpd about the >sea
Miss Louise Metcalf of Lincolnville
Mrs. Eva Sleeper and Miss Elizadelegates as they took leave of Joan Clough. Betty Clough, Walter, I
is the guest of Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett
Mrs
Elizabeth
Dudley,
who has neath him like a steed that knows i beth Till left Sunday for Boston,
friends, enroute for Madison. Wis., to Shelby. Elaine and Maryjean Glenat (her Rockville farm.
attend the National Convention, in denning. Donald received some very been passing several weeks with her his rider' and all that sort of thing where Miss Till will enter the Boston
sister Mrs. Fred L. Burns, is now in But what say you to a 12-day calm College of Dental Nursing as a stu
Mrs. George Blaney and Mrs. A. W. that city. Mrs. Plummer spent the nice gifts.
Portland with her daughter, Miss such as we dozed through in mid- dent. Mrs. Sleeper will return the
week
in
Brunswick
the
guest
of
her
Foss gave a 1 o'clock luncheon Fri
Leona Rines.
Atlantic and in mid-August? I know latter part of the week.
daughter
Mrs
Ruth
Sewall
return

day, at the Country Club, compli
DEER ISLE
Mrs Odiana Thibodeau and Miss nothing so tedious at once and exas
Robert Gregory of Rockport has
ing
Friday.
menting Mrs. Bryant Moore of New
Sheldon Eaton who has been em
Hilda Thibodeau of Caribou have been perating as that regular slap of the | been the guest of his grandmother,
York, who has been spending sev
ployed in Hyde Park. Mass., the past
1 wilted sails when the ship rises and Mrs. Oeorgia Snow the past week
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Reed of Saugus
eral weeks at Crescent Beach. At
year has been transferred to the recent guests of Mrs. K W. Weston.
falls with the slow breathing of the
Mass., will visit in this city during
Mrs. Myrtle Makinen has gone to
Mrs.
Thibodeau
has
returned
to
Cari

the afternoon card game, honors were
Company's plant in Wisconsin, where
sleeping sea, one greasy brassy swell Whitinsville, Mass., for a week’s visit.
the week.
bou
and
Miss
Hilda
is
in
Lewiston
awarded to Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy,
he will be a foreman.
following another slow and smooth.”
Mrs. Robert McKinley of Union and
Mrs. Cora Oreen and Alice Young where she will train for a nurse.
Lowell got chummy with the chief
C. Fred Simmons has returned from
Miss
Cordelia
Barnard,
who
has
ST. GEORGE
returned from Boston Friday.
Mrs. Joseph Emery.
mate and thus describes him. “He was
Worcester, Mass., where he spent a
passed
the
summer
recess
with
her
Thomas Saunders and family have
not
an
American,
but
I
should
never
!
____ ________ ___
Mrs. Grace Cromwell and son
Mrs. Annie Goss of Groton, Sumner week's vacation with his niece. Much returned to their home in Framing parents. Rev. and Mrs. O. G. Bar
have
guessed
it
by
hls
speech
which
I
Charles
and Mrs. Evie Fuller have
nard. has returned to Belfast where
Dennison of Barnstable Mrs. Nellie time was devoted to sightseeing, and ham Mass
was
the
purest
Cape
Cod,
and
I
j
returned
after visiting relatives and
the-veteran
blacksmith
came
home
she
is
employed
as
a
teacher.
Delong and son Harold Delong of
The Eighth Grade ln the Sunset
reckon myself a good taster of, friends in Palmer. Mass. They also
Miss
Laura
Whitcomb
has
been
Lowell, Mass., were recent guests at well pleased with his outing.
School has been transferred to the
I attended a motorcycle race at Hartguest of her sister, Mrs. Myrtle dialects.”
Capt. George E. Horton's home at
Mr. and Mrs. George Gonia who Deer Isle Grammar School.
I
am
quoting
the
chief
mate's
ford, Conn., and at Springfield saw
Marcho
the
past
week.
the Highlands, where they visited
Miss Charlotte Greenlaw who has
their aunt Mrs. Melvina Crawford and have been occupying the Edward been employed at The Ark this sum- i Mrs Lucy Robinson of St. George story: “There was a Diitch cappen! Major Bowes and his amateurs.
Gonia cottage at Crescent Beach, re
____________
has been visiting her sister Mrs. onct, and his mate come to him in
cousin Mrs. Horton.
mer has employment in Wellesley
his cabin where he sot taking hls | Artificial
heating
of
poultry
turned to Quincy, Mass., Sunday.
Florence Shuman.
College.
schapps, and says, ‘Cappen, it’s agit-, houses is still in the experimental
Miss Shirley McIntire, formerly of
A
reception
wil)
be
given
Friday
Miss Alice Young and Miss Emma 1
Walter Ferguson of Boston has been
tin thick and looks kind of squally.' stage. Proved methods of poultry
this city, visited friends here Friday,
Shipman will close their cottage and • evening in the High School audi Hedn't we's good' shorten sail?’
visiting
friends
ln
this
city.
i house ventilation and insulation are
returning home with her sister. Janet,
torium
for
A.
D.
Gray,
the
new
su

return to Brookline, Mass, this week. J
“Gimmy my alminick" says the described in University of Maine Experintendent
of
sctiojl*
and
Mrs.
to East Orange. N. J., after spending
The J. N. Southards have closed
Miss Marion French who has been
the summer in Belfast. Her father, their summer home “Shoreland," on
Gray and teachers in the schools. This cappen. “The moon's due in less’n tension bulletin 216. available on re
spending her vacation at the Ark has
H. H. McIntire, left for home Thurs Ocean avenue, and reopened their
affair is under the auspices of the half an hour and she’ll scoff away quest to the Extension Service, Orono.
returned to Boston.
Parent-Teacher
As.c- n.ion and the everthing clare again. "
day evening after a flying trip to winter home on Ocean street.
Dr. Thomas Southworth returned to
“So the mate goes, and bumby down
public is cordially invited to attend.
Maine; and her brothers, Bernard
New York Friday.
Professor
Allan
R.
B.r.rer,
who
has
;
he
comes agin and says, 'Cappen.
and Herbert, have each spent a
Milton Lawrye. who has been trav
Mis: Nellie Dyer and Mrs. Millicent
week's vacation in Belfast, passing eling with Molly's Shows for the Wheeler who have been at Miss resided in North V/i-.d.boro during this here's the allflredest. power-i
through here to call on acquaint past few months, has returned to his Dyer .- cottage "Bold Water" have re the summer season bus resumed hu 1 fullest moon't ever you did see. She's
duties at Philaps Academy. Andover,; scoffed away the maintogallans'l and
ances..
home on James street.
turned to Boston.
„
THIS WEEK MAT. SATURDAY
Mass. Most recent among his numer- she's to work on the foretops'l now
Guess
you'd
better
look
in
the
al

Mrs. Carl Christofferson was
ous visitors have been Wesley M.
Master Earle Freeman was recently
APPLETON RIDGE
hostess to T Club Friday night, at the the overnight guest of his great
Oler. 3d and William B. Watson, Jr., minick agin and find out when this
Eugene O'Neill's Grand Comedy
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence of both students at Yale University.
moon sets.’
Spear cottage. Pleasant Beach. Pic grandmother, Mrs. Cora Dodge, James
Rockport
and
Miami.
Fla.,
were
Sun

"The cappen thought 'twas about,
nic supper and a social time formed street.
day afternoon visitors of Mr and Mrs.
a delightful outing.
Special new low prices on school time to go on deck. Dreadful slow
Mrs. Charles iRose has returned from W. M. Newberttogs for boys are being featured at them Dutch cappens be.”
Mrs. Sara Fuller, Frank Fuller and Lindsey's, Watts Block, Thomaston.
Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Grif Newtonville, Mass., where she was the
The chief mate without looking up
fin, Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe. Mrs. guest last week of Mr. and Mrs. Wil Freeman Wooster recently attended
LAST PLAY OF THE SEASON
would say, “There’s a whale blowing
/
109-110
Etta |Covel iand Miss Lucy Walker liam H. Rhodes. Mr. Rase spent the the Leadbetter reunion at North
clearn up to win'ard" or “Them's
Haven.
motored to Togus where a picnic weekend there.
I porpoise to luard. that means a
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Thissell and
lunch was eaten in the shadow of
j change of wind. Ay, ay, sir!”
PATRONIZE YOUR
one of the buildings, a most restful
Miss Mollie Rhodes has been a two children of Searsport were re-1
N.CC.2.
A Comedy by Owen Davis
spot, after a ride in the sun, fraught guest of Miss Caroline Littlefield the cent overnght guests at B. L
Somerville, Mass., Sept. 11.
Whitney
’
s.
with delightful scenery, ever chang past week.
Sept. 26 is designated by Pastor
ing clouds, and Warm breezes. Al
FRIDAY NIGHT DANCES
Wilbur Frohock has returned to Nutter as Automobile and Old Home !
though Che fields were seer and bare
LAKEWOOD COUNTRY CLUB
Who is ready to serve you
in many places, owing to the long Columbia University, where he will Sunday at the Baptist Church.
The annual Harvest Home Supper
drouth, yet they showed the extent be a member of the faculty the com
365 days in the year
to which the farmer looked to satis ing year. Mr. Frohock is an ardent and sale will be held Oct. 21Theatre Prices, 50c and $1.00
Silsby’s Flower Shop
The solo rendered by Frank Me
fy his hungry cattle and horses. baseball fan, and Jn odd moments
Dances, 50c plus tax
After a period of rest, the homeward during his summer vacation, did some servey at church Sunday morning was 371 MAIN ST.L 318 'rockland
ftMfacrfyc Curtain rises 2.30 and 8.00 P. M.
appreciated.
Mrs.
Newbert
acted
as
iway was made by a different route coaching in the Knox Twilight
lOOtf
accompanist,
Which was pleasing and attractive, League,

maAINE

CENTR

OMPANY

POWE

OUTSTANDING VALUES

If you are reading this
in your shirt sleeves

... good!

GREGORY’S

—IN—

Quality Electrical Appliances
Perfert CifTec
Every Time

Silex Coffee Makers,

$4.95

$5.95-8.95

Coffee Percolators,

Folding Travel Irons, S "ar?m Home $4.50
Room Heaters,
Type. $4.95-$8.95
Waffle Irons,

Clircmc Plated
Heat Indicator

$3.25

Toasters,

Chrome Plated
E'ast Toasting

$2.95

Heating Pads,

Adjustable
Heat Control

$2.95

Casseroles,

The Perfect Way
To Bake Beans

$5.50

Ilandv fcr Lunches
and Parties

Sandwich Toasters,

$4.50

Pin-It-Up Lamps,

Useful Anywhere
With Bulb

$1.00

Student Lamps,

A Safr Lamp To
Study or Read By

(PC QF
J.UtJ

Indirect Bridge Lamp, AHeight
'11 '1

$2.50

Telechron Clock,

Black or Ivory
Fits Any Recm

$2.95

Mantle Clock,

Strike—Genuine
Walnut Case

$6.95

Kitchen Clock,

Red and Ivory
Green and Ivory

$2.25

When hunting for a Gift or V edding Present,
remember Everyone Wants More Electric Appliances
ALL APPLIANCES GUARANTEED
110-111

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
The strange, tangled

I LOVE YOU

romances of men. ..snd

women ... in white ...
made by M-G-M into
on. ol (he great thrill
pictures ol 19 3 7.

but..

with

St.ph.ni.nd M.nonPar.onn.t

SONJA HENIE
TYRONE POWER

tVc (eland

Directed hyG.org.B-S.dt

Matinee 2; Eve
ning 6.45, 8.45;
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45

Tel. 8!«

iM'Pj

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
$250.00 Jotal Awards

IAKEWCC0

I KO
BAD IO

Picture

■ ■■■■■ a

THURSDAY ONLY
0 R

“AH, WILDERNESS”

GLORIFIES THE
WORLD S GREAT LOVE STORY!

“TONIGHT AT 12”

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST

M(trzCJ£D TeCHNICOtOS

AMECHE
/oXYOONG DON
KENT TAYLOR
and a

cast

TODAY
KAREN MORLEY

in
•ON SUCH A NIGHT"

of

thousands

THE CITY OF PEACE 1
Marco Polo Bridge Is the I

Every-OtKer-Daf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 14, 1937

Page EigHf

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

OLD CEMETERIES

~i

People and Spots in the Late News!

Some
Interesting
Things
Mrs. Overiock Found In
Damariscotta Yard

Entrance, But Peace No
Longer

HAPPY HOPE FARM
Heat, Froat and Porcupine*
Noted Calmly By Philo
sophic Writer

Editor of The Courier-Gazette—:
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In the Roving Reporter's interest
It has been my good fortune this
ing
account of his trip to Niagara
summer to travel over new (to me)
Falls
we noted a list of State flowers.
roads, both good and bad. and I will
The California State flower is not
I add that I have enjoyed my trips imGolden Pepper but Golden Poppy.
' mensely. Before I tell you results of
Being a native of California, I have
j my trips I will ask everyone who may
| read this article if they have ever
seen the fields of gold, thousands of
j read Eleanor Early’s book "This is
the beautiful wild poppies, single
1 Cape Cod?" I have never visited Cape
petaled and ranging ln color from
' Cod personally but after reading Miss
deep orange to pale lemon yellow.
Early's book I found I knew more
Most of us have had California pop
about Cape Cod than I know of many
places here in Maine much nearer
pies in our New England gardens. [A
[ »__
SHOT BY JAPS ... Sir
home.
similar correction has been made by
Hughe Knatchbull-Hugessen,
I DEATH TRAP . . . Work
From the book I quote this para
British
Ambassador
to
China,
William S. Healey of Los Angeles,
ing by searchlight, sea-1
graph as a preface to what I shall
who was shot through the
Imcn on auxiliary ships!
t formerly of Rockland).
stomach
by
a
Japanese
air

sav afterwards: “Have you found
I lift from San Diego BayF
plane machine gunner as he
Old Jack Frost has come early this
I remains of $150,000 fly-1
the comfort there is in burying
was racing toward Shanghai
I year and thc night of the 8th came
ling
boat,
which
cariie.il
grounds or aren’t you with me any
from Nanking for an emer
I six naval fliers to death f
with a killing frost. We were picking
gency conference with Brit
more? Life is so bewildering We
Fianchot Tone and Maureen O'Sullivan in “Between Two Women."—adv.
j cranberries and lt softened the berries
ish officials.
try to understand the natures, the
: even down in the deep grass. Anminds, the inner lives, the desires. I
Once Main Portal to “City of North- ;
I other trial has been the porcupines.
White nurses
moved quietly sufferings of the daily victims of motives and confusions of living peo
ern Peace"
VICTORIOUS .. ON THE UP
1
We have a few young apple trees,
through the corridors, stretchers with crimes,
traffic
and
accidents. ple. And when they have died, and '
Well, nearly so. SWING . . .
and one is about 20 feet high. It had
This many arch stone bridge,
.
Franchot Tone deviates from his nothing matters any more, we know
2,500
jobless
re

Viinff-tine human cargo were rolled m and out
, .
, abcut a bushel of sweet apples on it.
spanning the muddy
rung ting
customary roles to play an industri- how quiet Death is and peaceful and
lief workers re H i ghl i ghting
turn home after current upswing
Rlver. has played a significant role and a new picture. "Between Two 0UJ young physician devoted to his
a:
Visiting it recently I found all the
how much simpler than Life. Im not
1 President
de of U. S. business
in the history of Peiping, to which it Women." was launched at Metro- worlt and who marries a women who being moody—I tell you I like grave
branches broken down and the apples
clares WPA fir is announcement
picked, with the half eaten cores be
was once the main portal Irom the Goldwyn-Maycr with Franchot Tone, does not love him. Virginia Bruce yards. They are the only certain'
ings are ended. by S. B. Robert
Bottom photo
neath the tree. With strips of stout
southwest. It still bears its share of \iaureen <5Sullivan and Virginia appears as the self-willed heiress who thing I know." Now hasn't Miss Early
shows laundry son, president,
cloth I found up the branches, but I
motor, caravan and foot traffic.
Bruce heading an important cast.
lures Tone into marriage and Mau- the right viewpoint? My travels have
of Washington that $78,566,619
fear the tree is ruined. These little
“Far more important, today, howBetween Two Women" is a grip- reen O'Sullivan plays a young nurse, led in to graveyards, churchyards and
camp where sales of the B.
marchers spent F. Goodrich Co.
ever, is the steel railroad bridge a I ping drama within the walls of a also married but in love with Tone.— cemeteries if there is any designa
trees have had a hard struggle for ex
3 days in down set 67-year com
half mile farther upstnam. This great medical institution amid the adv.
istence. Flanted the summer before
/
pour. Left, a pany record for
tion between th.-in (and I find thr
modern structure is a vital link in
ths winter when so many apple trees
shouting
picket.
first
six
months.
Ir), although all are resting places
the mainline of Chinese com Polo praised has eleven stone arches,
were killed, they lived through that
for those gone before. My only re
SPANNING MISSISSIPPI . . .
munications between Pciping and the mossy with age. It was already a
severe
cold, several droughts, and
gret for either is that many of the i
Pile driver and work shack mark
central and southern provinces of century old when he saw it near the
the browsing of a large animal, deer
spot near Baton Rouge, La.,
graves are unmarked or marked by a '
where 2*i mile, $10,000,000 can
cr moose, who deliberately walked the
China. For the on-the-fence gov- end of the 13th century. It is still Autumn Foliage Not Due To field rock Gone and forgotten.
tilever bridge will span “Ole
row of trees and ate off all the ten
ernment of the semi-independent ^.J1rd,d by a doubie une oj stone
Man River." Gov. Richard W.
Early Frosts, the Experts The flrst cemeter> 1 vislted was “
North China provinces. Hopei and |lQns a]ong tbe bridge's balustrade—
der shoots. They should be an ex
Leche attended ceremonies start
Bremen and I found it a treasure
Chahar. centering at Peioing since so numerous, according *o popular
ing work on span, important
ceptionally hardy strain after pass
hay
house for genealogists. Many old
link in Louisiana's industrial exlate in 1936. it is vital importance tradition, that a man might go mad
ing through so many vicissitudes.
slate stones of earlier days with the
pansion
program.
_____________
Science, aided and abetted by the
whether
Chinese
or
Japanese trying to count them. Thpre are at
I wonder if the Roving Reporter on
1 figures of angels weeping willows and
policy controls troop movements least 280 of them, but unexpected weatber man. scored a decisive victory deatj, heads engraved on them
his trips ever saw a road sign holler
ing "Ow!" We did on a recent trip.
over the southbound railroad.
I cubs appear perched upon or hiding over an age-old popular theory in How easy to read the thoughts and
A "Slow" sign had been run Into and
"Peiping is within a large triangle beneath the larger ones ^cording to Maine this month.
feelings of those left behind toward
of Japanese influence in North China. no regujar p]an One expert tnainsmashed,
leaving only a large “Ow!"
Despite weighty evidence to the the loss of loved ones.
of which the Marco Polo Bridge may (ains that th. .marble- of which
• • e •
Did any one ever experience such
ho pn-iridereri the western aoex . ..
. is
. green contrary, it has been a popular con- I Another yard near Round Pond,
warm weather as we have had the
be conciaereo me
bridge and, lions are made
Northeastern point is Shanhaikwan. .ardstone
viction that Jack Frost was respon- still another one on road from Dama
latter part of August? When will
tie.
where Manchutikuo begins.
The
"Farmers cross the pillow-shaped sible for the annual phenomenon of riscotta to Bristol Mills, a church
seme scientist invent a method of
t! v'Cr
i
saving summer's excessive heat to
southern leg extends through Feng- stPre 5]abs paving the bridge, on 1 the "turning" of the leaves, a transi yard in South Bristol and last but
tai. railroad junction southwest of ;helr way tQ an adjac?nt mlrket tior that changes hardwood foliage not least the cemetery at Damari-1
warm us when zero weather comes?
Peiping, down to Tientsin, thriving town for the whole North chlna from a somber green to a combination j scotta. I found much of interest In
We had a flock of eleven weeks' old
IN TWO INSTALLEMNTS
NORTH WARREN
chicks and lost three from heat prosplain is dotted with small agricul- of colors that would put a rainbow! each one- bu* t"*6 ont tbat 1 sr:a • |
Tientsin and Shanhaikwan control tura, centers
------t ration, something that never octell you the most about is the Dama
From that larger to shame.
Farmers Who Took Park In Conser
two of the three busiest railroads con- center pPjping foreigners find the
White Oak Grange held a pleas- curred before ln our experience.
Early frosts that usually appear riscotta cemetery. It is in a nice lo
vation
Program
To
Be
Thus
Paid
verging on Peiping. The third, a Marco Polo Bridge an interesting simultaneously with the "turn" of cation. the newer part being well- Nearly One Hundred Pressnt
Nancy M. Savage
ant meeting Friday night, the occa- ,
At Happy Kinship Gather Northeastern farmers who partici
veritable lifeline of Chinese influence excursion.
Many foreigners are the leaves have always lent support' ltePt with many handsome monusion being thc awarding Sister Lizzie
llnklng northern and southern halves jtlll residents Of Peiping, where to the theory and have givenpro-}ments and
gravestones- I thought
pated in the 1937 agricultural con
SOME FROM APPLE MEN
ing In Liberty
of the Far Eastern Republic, turns embassies to china are retained, ponents a talking point that was (tbe care given as I walked among
servation program will be paid in two Waltz the Golden Sheaf certificate as i
sharply south near the Marco Polo a)though offlces must
es*ablished hard to refute. During the first ’ the graves » the Part of the yard
The annual reunion of the descend installments, according to informa- a token for 50 years constant memLicenses for users and manuBridge. Having lost the name of, a!s0 in Nanking the offi-tai capital week of this month Jack Frost had | ’here the earIY settlers were laid in ants of Robert E. and Martha Howes tion received by A. K Gardner state bership. Worthy State Secretary facturers
of containers _____
bearing_
Peking, ’northern capital.’ in 1928 of the central government. Such an been held ln abject abeyance as mid- the years from 1790 to 1850-60. and of Liberty was held at the home executive officer of the program. The Mrj Ne]he Haske„ made the presen. Maine's official blue, white, and red
when Chin's administrative center arrangment has been adopted by the summer heat prevailed from one what a contrast between them.
initial payment will be 80 percent of
trademark have been printed and
was moved south to Nanking. Peiping United States, which retains an end of Maine to the other.
The early graves or part of yard of Mr. and Mrs. Israel Woodbury in the amount each farmer earned. De lation in a very pleasing manner.
will be immediately distributed to
make installment payments Three visitors from a Connecticut
row finds its present title, ‘city oi fmbassy
peiPing guarded by a de- , Despite this fact Maine's countless where they were was one jungle of Morrill. Aug 28 There were 96 rel- cisjQjj
successful applicants. Applications
northern peace.' threatened
poison
ivy
and
blackberry
bushes,
so
| tachment of U S. Marines, Other l millions of trees went right ahead
etives and friends present, coming is to allow farmers to receive their Grange, were also present, one. Mr. are coming in fast, mostly from the
foreign embassies with armed guards with the business of donning their much so that I was obliged to pick from all parts of Maine and Massa- money as soon as possible.
Bridge Spans River Which Is
Clifford, a State Deputy, gave an in potato industry, but some are being
are the British. French, Italian, and autumn raiment. Today the Maine my way around to save torn clothes chusetts. Dr. Ralph Howes from
Peiping's “Rubicon"
-ountv committees have meas- teresting talk. The Lecturer pre received from apple men, he said.
„
.
ured soil conservation work done by
countryside has assumed its “coat of and poisoning from the ivy.
“Railroads are more plentiful on Japanese. '
sented a fine program. Ice cream. A rigid set of regulations for license
,
. .
When I retraced my steps to the top Foresl City, N. C was also present
many farmers, but some time will
many hues" that attracts thousands
the level North China plain around
The first Howes reunion was held eiapse before the total expenses of fancy cookies and crackers rounded holders has been set up and violators
SEASON NEARLY OVER
of vistors to the state each autumn. of the hill where I could look down on
Peiping than farther south, and they
will lose their permits. This is all a
and the 51 years ago at the Howes home ln administration and also the total
the evening.
: part of the campaign being conducted
A natural sequence in the life cycle those neglected graves
arc the only means of rapid transport,
Maine's Sardine Pack Said To Be of leaves, rather than frost, is re- prosperous town I could not help Liberty, at which time the 14 child- dumber of participating farmers are
White Oak Orange will hold their by the Development Commission and
except flying. Here the dust and
Nearly Up To Require ments
i sponsible for the brilliant array of thinking why such neglect should be ren of Mr. and Mrs Robert E. Howes ltncwn
mud of centuries is disturbed by
fair and chicken supper Oct. 8 with various state departments to boost
autumn color according to Dr. Henry —What would the town be teday had
A year ago 10 of the 14
The cost of ad™nistering the pro- dancing ln the evenlng.
springless two-wheeled carts creaking
[ the sale and prices of Maine products.
The end of the sardine season is i B. Pierson, of the Maine Forestry it not been for those hardy people were present
gram in the county will be deducted
through deep road ruts. Each Peip
child!
en
then
living
were
reported
at
from
the
f
,
na
,
payment
farmers
.
who
braved
and
endured
untold
harding-bound camel caravan from the believed to be no more than two weeks gpr-,bre shades of yellow and orange
northwest deserts comes wrapped in distent, due to the fact that the are in tbe ieaves during the entire I 3hips and suffered death to make a the reunion held at the home of Mr. The 1937 conservation program prosettlement there Why so completely and Mrs. John Storer in Washington, vldes that the announced rates of
IS YOUR CHILD HANDICAPPED?
its owns little dust storm, or plows amount of goods 'Which the market .ulrmer but are unnoticed because of
is estimated to be able to absorb is tbe presence of chlorophyll, a green forget them that their resting plac" although all were not able to be pres- payment may be increased or deCan your child or any other child be expected
through seas of mud.
should be so neglected—even like a ent at the gathering. This year the creased by as much as 10 percent, deto bring home Honor school report cards il
“For centuries when Peiping was very nearly packed at the present subftance whlch enables foliage to
time, and that many goods are going derlvt> energy from the sun he said pasture?
handicapped by constipation or infested with
gathering was saddened by the pass- pending on the number of farmers
the political as well as cultural
• • • •
into storage in local warehouses.
. ,.Wlth the end of the growing
Round Worms —the most common human in
ing of one of the sisters. Mrs. Luetta who co-operate. In the case of apcenter of China's ancient civiliza
One stone caught my eye—a plain
testinal parasites. For 86 years Mothers have
It is probable that if the increased son
green coloring is withdrawn
Kayes of Beverly. Mass. Resolutions plications filed after county expenses
tion. it was a target for invasions in
fonnd Dr. Trne’s Elixir helpful as a laxative .
_
wages paid at the outset had been from the leaves and stored for an. marble slab worn thin with age. on were adopted in memory of Mrs. and rates of payment are known, one
which the Marco Polo Bridge often
I and to expel Round Worms. Agreeable to take. (/
continued the season would have other season •• Dr Plerson reveaied. which was inscribed "Poor Betty"— Hayes and it was voted that a copy full payment will be made.
I
At druggittt
V / IlH
took a dramatic part. A mutiny of
beer, much shorter, as prices on
~Tht most dellcate as we„ „ the only this, nothing more, and no in be spread on the records and another'
------------------bridge defenders left Peiping so un
dication
of
there
having
been
any
packed goods have been very close to most brilliant colors of red. scarlet,
copy be sent to Dr William Hayes,! Truck covers, spraj' hoods, canvas
protected in 1215 that it tempted
the production costs this year.
and burnt orange are formed by sugar other words ever cut on the stone. I the bereaved husband who resides in cf all kinds. Power machir.- stitch
Genghis Khan, mighty Mongol war
Smoking herring are in small sup- n:anufactured by the leaves and left have thought much about those words Beverly.
ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awnrior. Into another conquest. Although ply and little demand, and are so after ,he growlng
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE and ROUND WORM EXPELLER
oth„ and wondered if there was a reason
The nine children now living are ■ ing Co.. 16 Willow St.
he had just concluded a treaty, he
for
so
brief
an
inscription,
who
was
mixed in size as to be unprofitable chpmical substances such as tannin
Chester M. Howes of Tryon, N. C . | —
swept down upon the city and
tc handle. Most of those going out arid accumulated toxins either act "Poor Betty" and why this and only Charles M. Howes of Liberty. Robert
overthrew the established dynasty, in car lots are small mediums.
this on her stone, which must be 60
Everson Howes of North Searsmont.
or the sugars or in themselves give
ushering in a new regime which
or 70 years old?
I Heibert G Howes of Attleboro. Mass..
variation in the red and orange col
is your cltauce to buy
flowered into the reign of Kublai
Here is one epitaph I copied from
orations.
Silas M. Howes of Belmont Mass.,
Khan the Magnificent.
the stone In a cemetery that I visited
Qenuine, Socially Correct
Forest E Howes of Milton, Mass.,
"Maine’s topography and her abun
"At the eastern end of the bridge
"In memory of Mr. Nathaniel Barstow
Dr.
Leroy
M
Howes
of
Enfield.
Maine,
dance
of
maples
and
other
hardwoods
stands a small walled city —Lu Kou
who died Nov. 27. 1798, in the 38th
Mrs. Mattie Overlock of Belmont,
make this State a natural center for
Chiao. named for the bridge and
year of his life:”
Mass.. Mrs Addie Storer of Washthose
who
wish
to
observe
this
pheno

built as the last defense of the last'
“How strange O God who reigns on high
> ington. Those not able to be present
menon of the turning of the leaves, That I should come so far to die
Ming emperor. The fortifications I
leave my friends where I was bred at the reunion were Charles M.
cne of Mother Nature's most beautiful And
were no protection against a rebel
And lay my bones with strangers dead.
AT THE LOWEST PRICES IN HISTORY!
Howes of Libery. Chester of Tryon,
manifestations,"
Dr.
Pierson
said.
But
I
have hope when I arise
general, whose crossing of the bridge
Autumn, according to thousands of To meet my God ln yonder skies."
N. C and Silas of Belmont Mass.
brought the downfall of the corrupt
Somebody's ancestor came to a
At noon the entire group was
Maine “natives," is the best season of
Genuine engraving is the socially correct thing for business
and cultured Mings and ushered in
strange land and died, and who knows
the year. Crisp days and nights that
seated at the large tables on the
stationery—ihe dignified, impressive medium for business
thc Manchus. Thus the Marco Polo
how many times hls thoughts turned
are pleasantly cool afford quick re
lawn where a bountiful dinner was
cr professional use. Now—at these amazingly low prices—
Eridge spans a stream which was a
to homeland he had left behind to
cuperation from the physical wear
served. At the close of the noon
there is no need to be satisfied with Imitation engraving or
Chinese counterpart of Rome's
seek his fortune in a wilderness
commonplace printing. ALL PRICES IN THIS ADVERTISE
and tear of the summer.
hour the meeting was called to order
Rubicon.
among unfriendly Indians.
A>1
MENT INCLUDE THE COST OF ENGRAVING THE PLATE.
by the President Forest Howes of
Maine Development Commission
"Walled city and bridge of Lu Kou
Another inscription I also copied
Miltcn.
Mass.
It
was
voted
to
have
officials
point
out
that
every
sport
Super Values in
Chiao share one of the manv Chinese
from an early stone reads: “In mem
VISITING GARDS
I enjoyed during the summer in the
the gathering next year at the home
names for the river. Another title
ory of Mrs. Mathew Fossett cons-.rt
100 paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30 styles of en
ENGRAVED
State
can
be
indulged
in
during
the
oi
Robert
Everson
Howes
of
North
is Hun Ho. ‘the muddy river.' In
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When the boom and rattle of heavy ’
guns and rifles disturbed the calm of
China's ancient capital. Peiping, early I
in July, newspaper men sent back j
word that the first clashes were in '
the neighborhood of the Marco Polo '
Bridge, nine miles southwest of the
city.
"Thus, after nearly seven centuries,
one of the most picturesque land
marks of northern China again re
turns to the headlines." says a bul- i
letin from the Washington. D. C.
headquarters of the National Geo- ;
graphic Society.
"Marco Polo Bridge was named." )
the bulletin continues, “by foreigners
in honor of the Venetian adventurer
who first described it—albeit inaccur
ately—to the western world when he
came to the Orient to call upon the
fabulous Kublai Khan. The Chi
nese call it Lu Kou Chiao.
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